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Abstract
This thesis deals with the first numerical analysis of the variation principle concerning the
theory of the Fermionic Projector.
A model for describing discrete fermionic systems is developed, whereas the case of
vacuum is discussed. In the continuous case, vacuum systems can be described by the
Fermionic Projector of the Dirac Sea. The discretisation of this concept allows the de-
scription of physical systems by the introduction of an action principle. In this thesis
systems capable of configuring discretisations of continuous systems with one Dirac Sea
are numerically analysed. For the purpose of a more easy numerical analysis spherical
symmetry in momentum space is introduced.
The numerical problem of MINLP emerging from this setting is treated by the methods
of complete enumeration and the MGPS algorithm, an extension of the method of Gener-
alised Pattern Search.
The general hypothesis of this thesis is that there exist Dirac Sea like minimisers. This
thesis could be confirmed by the numerical results. The model had to undergo some subtle
modifications – which has to be considered technical in nature – to deliver the expected
results. Finally several research programs for further research are addressed, which aim
to bring forward the numerical treatment of this problem from a prototypical state to a
state of high performance parallel computing.
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Declaration of Symbols
Symbol Explanation
n Number of occupied states
P Fermionic Projector
P(x, y) Integral Kernel of the Fermionic Projector
A(x, y) Closed Chain
L,L Lagrangian
S Action
ω Vector of energy values with components either discrete or continuous.
ωmax Border of allowed values for the components of ω: 0 ≤ ωi ≤ ωmax for all i.
τ Vector of “angle parameters”
ˆφ Scalar component of the Fermionic Projector in momentum space
vˆ = (vˆ0, vˆk) Two dimensional vector component of the Fermionic Projector in the
spherical symmetric momentum space
φ Scalar component of the Fermionic Projector in location space
v = (v0, vk) Two dimensional vector component of the Fermionic Projector in the
spherical symmetric location space
N Lattice Factor
ν Ordering number of optimisation runs
αω Scattering Factor concerning ω
ατ Scattering Factor concerning τ
µr Relative Qualification Parameter
µa Absolute Qualification Parameter
‖ · ‖p ℓp-norm
Finally we have to clarify some notation. Assuming a relation ⊙ ⊆ M × M with any set
M written as x ⊙ y if (x, y) ∈ ⊙. Assuming further n > 1 a natural number and u, v ∈ Mn.
Then we write
u .⊙ v if ui ⊙ vi ∀ i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (1)
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Introduction
This thesis deals with the analysis of a variational principle connected with the theory of
the Fermionic Projector. This theory is a proposal for modelling the physics of a discrete
space-time (see [FIN2]). The assumption of a discreetness of space-time in the realm of
the Planck scale
lp =
√
~G
c3
≈ 10−35m (2)
arises from solving the problems, which occur when one tries to merge General Relativity
and Quantum Field Theory. For instance, spontaneous generation of black holes should
be possible at this scale (see [CAL]). Perhaps the assumption of discrete space-time at
the Planck scale gets more evidence from technically required regularisations related to
the common renormalisation techniques. This means that as an ad hoc hypothesis there is
made use of an finite energy and thus length scale cutoff (see [REB, chap. 20]).
Nowadays there exist quite a wide range of approaches to the physics of discrete space-
time, e.g. Loop Quantum Gravity (see [ROV]) or non-commutative geometry ([MAJ]).
A further approach, which provides the framework for our work, is the theory of the
Fermionic Projector. This theory includes a variational principle, which can be used to
formulate equations in the discrete space-time as well as to determine solutions.
Recently it was proved [FIN1], that this variational principle has minima. But there is
not much known about their concrete structure. Calculations in the continuum lead to
the hypothesis that for systems with many space-time points there exist minima, which
are consistent with ad hoc discretisation of continuous Dirac Sea configurations. In this
thesis, we will provide a first account to determine minima resulting from the variational
principle numerically. So our problem comprehends the very first numerical exploration
of the theory of the Fermionic Projector. For this purpose we deploy a model system.
Hence we cannot estimate to touch topics which would be approachable for a concrete
experimental test. But nevertheless, in the end of our work, we will answer the question if
the variational principle of the theory of the Fermionic Projector does make sense phys-
ically. The physical impact of this numerical analysis is that by finding concrete minima
15
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using numerical optimisation one can prove the theoretical prediction of minima and thus
prove whether the theory of the Fermionic Projector leads to a stable vacuum, which could
be for instance a base of operations for perturbation theory. Further we have to prove the
general hypothesis that the minima preferred by the action principle (if they exist) are in
some kind similar to the one expected from the continuous theory.
We first have to define a system for which the action can be calculated in an easy way. The
discrete spacetime assumed for this model has not to be considered as the real structure
of (discrete) spacetime. It forms nothing more than a model to get a first insight into the
action principle of the fermionic projector. After the definition of the model we have to
solve the resulting MINLP optimisation problem. Since the system size is not determined
by the model we will start with the analysis of small systems and try to enlarge system
size gradually. Different numerical strategies have to be tested and compared.
This thesis is organised as follows: First (cha. 1) we introduce a model based on the prin-
ciple of the Fermionic Projector for a discrete space-time and work out the corresponding
action. Then (cha. 2) we will generally discuss the possible approaches to the formulated
problem from the numerical point of view. That is we have a look on the different algo-
rithms to solve the numerical optimisation problem and argue why we chose the class of
GPS algorithms as the main tool in this work. Chapter 3 discusses some features of the
Lagrangian density of the action defined in Chapter 1. Chapter 4 provides some simple
numerical results while chapter 5 discusses the Lagrange denisty of Dirac Sea like config-
urations for the purpose of comparison with the numerical determined minimiser. Chapter
6 will then discuss optimisation performed by a combination of GPS searches concerning
the continuous part of the configuration space and complete enumeration concerning the
discrete part. Chapter 7 has to be regarded as a preparation for the following two chap-
ters, since some performance and quality comparisons are done here, which guide the
further numerical analysis. Chapter 8 contains the most extensive calculations which aim
on solid results for comparatively small systems. Chapter 9 contains attempts to get a nu-
merical approach to larger systems by the cost of weaker evidence. Chapter 10 abstracts
and discusses the results of this thesis.
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Chapter 1
A new Model for a discrete Vacuum
1.1 Introducing Remarks to the Theory of the Fermionic
Projector
It is generally believed that the concept of a space-time continuum (like Minkowski space
or a Lorentzian manifold) should be modified for distances as small as the Planck length.
The principle of the Fermionic Projector [FIN2] proposes a mathematical framework for
physics on the Planck scale in which space-time is discrete. The physical equations are
formulated via a variational principle for fermionic wave functions defined on a finite set
of space-time points, without referring to notions like space, time or causality. The idea
is that these additional structures, which are of course essential for the description of na-
ture, arise as a consequence of the nonlinear interaction of the fermions as described by
the variational principle. More specifically, it was proved that the original permutation
symmetry of the space-time points is spontaneously broken by the fermionic wave func-
tions [FIN3]. This means that the fermions will induce non-trivial relations between the
space-time points. In particular, one can introduce the notion of a “discrete causal struc-
ture” (see the short review article [FIN4]). The conjecture is that for systems involving
many space-time points and many particles, the fermions will group to a “discrete Dirac
Sea structure”, which in a suitable limit where the number of particles and space-time
points tends to infinity, should go over to the well-known Dirac Sea structure in the con-
tinuum. Then the “discrete causal structure” will also go over to the usual causal structure
of Minkowski space [FIN2].
Hints that the above conjecture is true have been obtained coming from the continuum
theory. First, our variational principle has a well defined continuum limit [FIN2, Chap-
ter 4], and we get promising results for the resulting effective continuum theory [FIN2,
17
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Chapters 6-8]. Furthermore, rewriting certain composite expressions ad hoc as distri-
butions in the continuum, one finds that Dirac Sea configurations can be stable minima
of our variational principle [FIN2, Chapter 5.5]. The ad-hoc procedure of working with
distributions is justified in the paper [FIN5], which also gives concrete hints on how the
regularised fermionic projector should look like on the Planck scale. For a more detailed
stability analysis in the continuum see [FH].
Despite these results, many questions on the relation between discrete space-time and the
continuum theory remain open. In particular, it seems an important task to complement
the picture coming from the discrete side; that is, one should analyze large discrete sys-
tems and compare the results with the continuum analysis. Since minimising the action
for a discrete system can be regarded as a problem of non-linear optimisation, numeri-
cal analysis seems a promising method. Numerical investigations have been carried out
successfully for small systems involving few particles and space-time points [FSD]. For
large systems, however, the increasing numerical complexity would make it necessary
to use more sophisticated numerical methods or to work with more powerful computers.
Therefore, it seems a good idea to begin with simplified systems, which capture essential
properties of the original system but are easier to handle numerically. In this chapter, we
shall introduce such a simplified system. The method is to employ a spherically symmet-
ric and static ansatz for the Fermionic Projector. This reduces the number of degrees of
freedom so much that it becomes accessible to simulate systems which are so large that
they can be compared in a reasonable way to the continuum.
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 1.2 we review the mathematical framework
of the Fermionic Projector in discrete space-time and introduce our variational principle.
In Section 1.3, we take a spherically symmetric and static ansatz in Minkowski space
and discretise in the time and the radial variable to obtain a two-dimensional lattice. In
Section 1.4, our variational principle is adapted to this two-dimensional setting. In Sec-
tion 1.5, we give a precise definition of our model and discuss its basic properties; for
clarity this section is self-contained and independent of the rest of the chapter. In Sec-
tion 1.6, the existence of minimisers is proved. The purpose of this chapter is to define
the model and to discuss some basic properties. Numerical simulations of larger systems
will be presented in the following chapters.
1.2 A Variational Principle in Discrete Space-Time
We briefly recall the mathematical setting of discrete space-time and the definition of our
variational principle in the particular case of relevance here (for a more general intro-
duction see [FIN1]). Let H be a finite-dimensional complex vector space endowed with
a non-degenerate symmetric sesquilinear form 〈.|.〉. We call (H, 〈.|.〉) an indefinite inner
18
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product space. The adjoint A∗ of a linear operator A on H can be defined as in Hilbert
spaces by the relation 〈AΨ |Φ〉 = 〈Ψ | A∗Φ〉. A selfadjoint and idempotent operator is
called a projector. To every element x of a finite set M = {1, . . . ,m} we associate a
projector Ex. We assume that these projectors are orthogonal and complete,
Ex Ey = δxy Ex ,
∑
x∈M
Ex = 1 . (1.1)
Furthermore, we assume that the images Ex(H) ⊂ H of these projectors are all four-
dimensional and non-degenerate of signature (2, 2). The points x ∈ M are called discrete
space-time points, and the corresponding projectors Ex are the space-time projectors. The
structure (H, 〈.|.〉 , (Ex)x∈M) is called discrete space-time. Furthermore, we introduce the
Fermionic Projector P as a projector on a subspace of H which is negative definite and of
dimension f . The vectors in the image of P have the interpretation as the occupied quan-
tum states of the system, and f is the number of particles. We refer to (H, 〈.|.〉 , (Ex)x∈M , P)
as a fermion system in discrete space-time.
When forming composite expressions in the projectors P and (Ex)x∈M , it is convenient to
use the short notations
Ψ(x) = ExΨ and P(x, y) = Ex P Ey . (1.2)
Using (1.1), we obtain for any Ψ,Φ ∈ H the formula
〈Ψ | Φ〉 =
∑
x∈M
〈Ψ(x) | Φ(x)〉Ex(H) , (1.3)
and thus the vector Ψ(x) ∈ Ex(H) ⊂ H can be thought of as the “localization” of the
vector Ψ at the space-time point x. Furthermore, the operator P(x, y) maps Ey(H) ⊂ H
to Ex(H), and it is often useful to regard it as a mapping only between these subspaces,
P(x, y) : Ey(H) → Ex(H) .
Again using (1.1), we can write the vector PΨ as follows,
(PΨ)(x) = Ex PΨ =
∑
y∈M
Ex P Ey Ψ =
∑
y∈M
(Ex P Ey) (EyΨ) ,
and thus
(PΨ)(x) =
∑
y∈M
P(x, y) Ψ(y) . (1.4)
This relation resembles the representation of an operator with an integral kernel. There-
fore, we call P(x, y) the discrete kernel of the Fermionic Projector.
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To introduce our variational principle, we define the closed chain Axy by
Axy = P(x, y) P(y, x) : Ex(H) → Ex(H) . (1.5)
Let λ1, . . . , λ4 be the zeros of the characteristic polynomial of Axy, counted with multi-
plicities. We define the Lagrangian by
L[Axy] = 18
4∑
i, j=1
(
|λi| − |λ j|
)2 (1.6)
and introduce the action by summing over the space-time points,
S[P] =
∑
x,y∈M
L[Axy] . (1.7)
Our variational principle is to minimise this action under variations of the Fermionic
Projector. We remark that this is the so-called critical case of the auxiliary variational
principle as introduced in [FIN2, ?].
1.3 The Spherically Symmetric Discretization
Recall that in discrete space-time, the subspace Ex(H) ⊂ H associated to a space-time
point x ∈ M has signature (2, 2). In the continuum, this vector space is to be identified
with an inner product space of the same signature: the space of Dirac spinors at a space-
time point x ∈ R4 with the inner product ΨΦ, where Ψ = Ψ†γ0 denotes the adjoint spinor.
For any 4× 4-matrix B acting on the spinors, the adjoint with respect to this inner product
is denoted by B∗ = γ0B†γ0. Furthermore, the indefinite inner product space (H, 〈.|.〉) in
the continuum should correspond to the space of Dirac wave functions in space-time with
the inner product
〈Ψ | Φ〉 =
∫
Ψ(x)Φ(x) d4x . (1.8)
This resembles (1.3), only the sum has become a space-time integral integral. Likewise,
in (1.4) the sum should be replaced by an integral,
(PΨ)(x) =
∫
P(x, y)Ψ(y) d4y ,
where now P(x, y) is the integral kernel of the Fermionic Projector of the continuum P.
Since we assume that our system is isotropic, it follows that it is homogeneous in space.
Furthermore, we assume that our system is static, and thus the integral kernel depends
only on the difference y − x,
P(x, y) = P(ξ) for all x, y ∈ R4 and ξ := y − x. (1.9)
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We take the Fourier transform in ξ,
P(ξ) =
∫ d4k
(2π)4
ˆP(p) eipξ , (1.10)
where pξ denotes the Minkowsi inner product of signature (+−−−). Let us collect some
properties of ˆP(p). First, the operator P should be symmetric (= formally self-adjoint)
with respect to the inner product (1.8). This means for its integral kernel that
P(ξ)∗ = P(−ξ) , (1.11)
and likewise for its Fourier transform that
ˆP(p)∗ = ˆP(p) .
Assuming as in [FIN2, §4.1] that the Fermionic Projector has a vector-scalar structure, ˆP
can be written as
ˆP(p) = vˆ j(p) γ j + ˆφ(p)1 (1.12)
with a real vector field vˆ and a real scalar field ˆφ. Moreover, the assumption of spherical
symmetry implies that the above functions depend only on ω := p0 and on k := |~p|, and
that the vector component can be written as
vˆ jγ j = vˆ0 γ0 + vˆk γk with γk :=
~p~γ
|~p|
and real-valued functions vˆ0 and vˆk. Next we can exploit that the image of P should
be negative definite. Moreover, since P should be a projector, it should have positive
spectrum. Since in Fourier space, P is simply a multiplication operator, we can consider
the operator ˆP(p) for any fixed p. This gives rise to the conditions that the vector field vˆ
must have the same Lorentz length as ˆφ and must be past-directed,
vˆ0 < 0 and vˆ20 − vˆ2k = ˆφ2 ,
and furthermore that ˆφ must be non-negative. Combining the above conditions, we con-
clude that ˆP can be written in the form
ˆP(p) = ˆφ(ω, k)
(
1 − γ0 cosh τ(ω, k) + γk sinh τ(ω, k)
)
(1.13)
with a non-negative function ˆφ and a real function τ. Note that we have not yet used
that P should be idempotent, nor that the rank of P should be equal to the number of
particles f . Indeed, implementing these conditions requires a more detailed discussion,
which we postpone until the end of this section.
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We next compute the Fourier transform of (1.13), very similar as in [FIN5, Lemma 5.1].
Introducing in position space the polar coordinates ξ = (t, r, ϑ, ϕ) and assuming that r , 0,
the scalar component becomes
φ(t, r) = 1(2π)4
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
∫ ∞
0
k2 dk
∫ 1
−1
d cosϑ
∫ 2π
0
dϕ ˆφ(ω, k) eiωt−ikr cos ϑ
=
1
4π3 r
∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
k dk sin(kr) ˆφ(ω, k) .
The zero component of the vector component is computed similarly,
v0(t, r) = − γ
0
4π3 r
∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
k dk sin(kr) ˆφ(ω, k) cosh τ(ω, k) .
For the calculation of the radial component, we first need to pull the Dirac matrices out
of the integrals,
∫ d4 p
(2π)4 vˆkγ
k eipξ =
~γ~∇~x
(2π)4
∫
d4 p vˆk (ω, k) ik e
iωt−i~k~x
= i~γ~∇
(
1
4π3 r
∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
dk sin(kr) ˆφ(ω, k) sinh τ(ω, k)
)
=
i γr
4π3 r
∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
k dk
(
cos(kr) − sin(kr)kr
)
ˆφ(ω, k) sinh τ(ω, k) ,
where we set γr = (~ξ~γ)/|~ξ|. Combining the above terms, we obtain
P(ξ) = 1
4π3 r
∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
k dk ˆφ(ω, k)
[
1 sin(kr)
− γ0 cosh τ(ω, k) sin(kr) + iγr sinh τ(ω, k)
(
cos(kr) − sin(kr)kr
)]
. (1.14)
Note that this formula has a well defined limit as r ց 0, and thus we set
P(t, r = 0) = 1
4π3
∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
k2 dk ˆφ(ω, k)
[
1 − γ0 cosh τ(ω, k)
]
. (1.15)
In (1.13) and (1.14), the factors γk and γr involve an angular dependence. But all the
other functions depend only on the position variables (t, r) and the corresponding mo-
menta (ω, k). We now discretize these variables. In view of (1.11) it suffices to consider
the case t ≥ 0. The position variables should be on a finite lattice L,
(t, r) ∈ L :=
{
0,∆t, . . . , (Nt − 1)∆t
}
×
{
0,∆r, . . . , (Nr − 1)∆r
}
,
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where Nt and Nr denote the number of lattice points in time and radial directions, and∆t,∆r >
0 are the respective lattice spacings. The momentum variables should be on the corre-
sponding dual lattice ˆL,
(ω, k) ∈ ˆL :=
{
− (Nt − 1)∆ω, . . . ,−∆ω, 0
}
×
{
∆k, . . . , Nr ∆k
}
, (1.16)
where we set
∆ω =
2π
∆t Nt
, ∆k =
2π
∆r Nr
.
We point out that the parameter ω in (1.16) is non-positive; this is merely a convention
because we are always free to add to ω a multiple of Nt∆ω. Furthermore, note that the
points with k = 0 have been excluded in ˆL. This is because the integrands in (1.14)
and (1.15) vanish as k ց 0, and thus it seems unnecessary to consider the points with k =
0. However, since P(ξ) has a non-trivial value at r = 0 (see (1.15)), it seems preferable to
take into account the points with r = 0 in the lattice L. Replacing the Fourier integrals by
a discrete Fourier sum, (1.14) and (1.15) become
P(ξ) = ∆ω∆k
4π3 r
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
eiωt k ˆφ
[
(1 − γ0 cosh τ) sin(kr)
+ iγr sinh τ
(
cos(kr) − sin(kr)kr
)]
, if r , 0 (1.17)
P(t, r = 0) = ∆ω∆k
4π3
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
eiωt k2 ˆφ (1 − γ0 cosh τ) , (1.18)
with functions ˆφ and τ defined on ˆL.
The points of the dual lattice ˆL have the interpretation as the quantum states of the system,
which may or may not be occupied by fermionic particles. More precisely, if ˆφ(ω, p) , 0,
a whole “shell” of fermions of energy ω and of momenta ~k with |~k| = p is occupied. For
most purposes it is convenient and appropriate to count the whole shell of fermions as
one particle of our lattice model. Thus if ˆφ(ω, p) , 0, we say that the lattice point (ω, p)
is occupied by a particle; otherwise the lattice point is not occupied. A system where n
lattice points are occupied is referred to as an n-particle system. Each particle is charac-
terized by the values of ˆφ and τ, or, equivalently, by the vector (−2k ˆφ cosh τ, 2k ˆφ sinh τ).
It is convenient to describe the fermion system by drawing these vectors at all occupied
lattice points, as shown in Figure 1.1 for a three-particle system.
We conclude this section by a discussion of what the parameter f and the idempotence
condition P2 = P of discrete space-time mean in the setting of our lattice model. In
discrete space-time, the number of particles f equals the trace of P. Computing the trace
of P naively for our lattice model, our homogeneous ansatz (1.9) yields
f = TrP =
∫
R4
trP(x, x) d4x = trP(ξ = 0) · ∞ , (1.19)
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ω k
Figure 1.1: Example of a three-particle system on a 3 × 3-lattice
where “tr” denotes the trace of a 4 × 4-matrix. According to (1.18),
trP(ξ = 0) = ∆ω∆k
π3
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k2 ˆφ(ω, k) , (1.20)
showing that (1.19) is equal to +∞ unless P vanishes identically. Here we used essentially
that, although ξ = y − x was discretized on a finite lattice, the space-time variable x itself
is still an arbitrary vector in Minkowski space. In other words, our lattice system is a
homogeneous system in infinite volume, and in such a system the number of particles
is necessarily infinite. The simplest way to bypass this problem is to note that for a
homogeneous system in discrete space-time [FIN1, Def. 2.4],
f =
∑
x∈M
Tr(ExP) = m Tr(E1P) ,
and so the number of particles grows linearly with the number of space-time points. Due
to this simple connection, we can disregard f and consider instead the local trace. This
has the advantage that the local trace can be identified with the expression (1.20) of our
lattice system. For the variational principle in discrete space-time (1.6, 1.7), it is important
that variations of P keep the number of particles f fixed. This condition can be carried
over to our lattice system, giving rise to the so-called trace condition (TC):
(TC) When varying the Fermionic Projector of the lattice system (1.17, 1.18), the local
trace as defined by
floc := ∆ω∆k
π3
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k2 ˆφ(ω, k)
should be kept fixed.
We conclude that, although f is infinite for our lattice system, the local trace floc is well
defined and finite. This all we need, because with (TC) we have implemented the con-
dition corresponding to the condition in discrete space-time that f should be kept fixed
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under variations of P. We point out that neither f nor floc coincides with the number of
particles as obtained by counting the occupied states.
The idempotence condition P2 = P is satisfied if and only if the fermionic wave func-
tions are properly normalized. As explained above, our lattice model is defined in infi-
nite space-time volume, and thus a-priori the normalization integrals diverge. As shown
in [FIN2, §2.6], a possible method for removing this divergence is to consider the sys-
tem in finite 3-volume and to smear out the mass parameter. However, there are other
normalization methods, and it is not clear whether they all give rise to the same normal-
ization condition for our lattice model. The basic difficulty is related to the fact that each
occupied lattice point (ω, p) ∈ ˆL corresponds to a whole shell of fermions (see above).
Thus the corresponding summand in (1.17, 1.18) involves an “effective wave function”
describing an ensemble of fermions. But it is not clear of how many fermions the en-
semble consists and thus, even if we knew how to normalize each individual fermion, the
normalization of the effective wave function would still be undetermined. This problem
becomes clear if one tries to model the same physical system by two lattice models with
two different lattice spacings. Then in general one must combine several occupied lattice
points of the finer lattice to one “effective” occupied lattice point of the coarser lattice. As
a consequence, the normalization of the coarser lattice must be different from that on the
finer lattice. This explains why there is no simple canonical way to normalize the effective
wave functions.
Our method for avoiding this normalization problem is to choose the normalization in
such a way that the Fermionic Projector of the continuum can be carried over easily to
the lattice system: In Minkowski space, a Dirac Sea in the vacuum is described by the
distribution (see [FIN2, §2.2])
ˆP(p) = (p/ + m) δ(p2 − m2) Θ(−p0) . (1.21)
Taking the Fourier transform and carrying out the angular integrals, we obtain again the
expressions (1.14, 1.15), but now with ˆφ(ω, k) = δ(ω2 − k2 − m2). This allows us to carry
out the k-integral,∫ ∞
−∞
dω eiωt
∫ ∞
0
k dk δ(ω2 − k2 − m2) · · · =
∫
R\[−m,m]
dω eiωt 1
2
· · ·
∣∣∣∣k=√ω2−m2 .
The easiest method to discretize the obtained expression is to replace the ω-integral by a
sum, and to choose for every ω ≤ −m a lattice point (ω, k) ∈ ˆL such that
0 ≤ k −
√
ω2 − m2 < ∆k . (1.22)
An example for the resulting discretized Dirac Sea is shown in Figure 1.2.
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ω k
Figure 1.2: A discretized Dirac Sea
Note that for this configuration, ˆφ(ω, k) = 1/(2k) at all occupied lattice points. Next
we allow to modify this configuration, as long as the normalization integrals remain un-
changed: First, changing τ corresponds to a unitary transformation of the corresponding
state, without influence on the normalization. Second, hopping from a lattice point to
another unoccupied lattice point with the same value of k changes the state only by the
phase factor exp(−i(ω − ω′)t), again without influence on the normalization. This leaves
us with the so-called normalization condition (NC):
(NC) The function ˆφ in (1.17, 1.18) should only take the two values
ˆφ(ω, k) = 0 or ˆφ(ω, k) = 1
2k .
We again point out that this normalization condition is not canonical. It could be modi-
fied or even be left out completely. It seems an interesting question to analyze how the
behavior of the lattice model depends on the choice of the normalization condition.
1.4 The Variational Principle on the Lattice
The Lagrangian (1.6) is also well defined for our lattice model. Let us compute it in
more detail. We decompose the fermionic projector (1.14, 1.15) into its scalar and vector
components,
P(ξ) = φ(t, r) 1 + v0(t, r) γ0 + vr(t, r) γr = φ1 + v j γ j .
Furthermore, using that the functions ˆφ and τ are real, we find that
P(−ξ) = P(ξ)∗ = φ1 + v j γ j .
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Thus, omitting the argument ξ, the closed chain (1.5) becomes
A = (/v + φ)(/v + φ) .
For the computation of the spectrum, it is useful to decompose A in the form
A = A2 + A2 + µ
with
A1 =
1
2
[
/v, /v
]
, A2 = φ /v + /v φ , µ = v jv j + φφ .
A short calculation shows that the matrices A1 and A2 anti-commute, and thus
(A − µ)2 = A21 + A22 = D[A] 1 , (1.23)
where we set
D[A] = 1
4
tr(A2) − 1
16 (trA)
2 = (v j v j)2 − |v j v j|2 + (v j φ + φ v j) (v j φ + φ v j) . (1.24)
The identity (1.23) shows that the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A has the two
zeros
λ± = v j v j + φφ ±
√
D . (1.25)
If these two zeros are distinct, they both have multiplicity two. If the two zeros coincide,
there is only one zero of multiplicity four. Hence the Lagrangian (1.6) simplifies to
L[A] = (|λ+| − |λ−|)2 (1.26)
In order to further simplify the Lagrangian, we introduce a discrete causal structure, in
agreement with [FIN4].
Definition 1.1: A lattice point (t, r) ∈ L is called
timelike if D[A(t, r)] ≥ 0
spacelike if D[A(t, r)] < 0 .
If (t, r) is spacelike, the λ± form a complex conjugate pair, and the Lagrangian (1.26)
vanishes. If conversely the discriminant is non-negative, the λ± are both real. In this case,
the calculation
λ+λ− = (vv + φφ)2 −
[
(vv)2 − v2 v2 + (vφ + φv)2
]
= 2 (vv) |φ|2 + |φ|4 + v2 v2 − (vφ + φv)2
= |φ|4 + v2 v2 − v2 φ2 − φ2 v2 = (v2 − φ2)(v2 − φ2) ≥ 0
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(where we omitted the tensor indices in an obvious way) shows that λ+ and λ− have the
same sign, and so we can leave out the absolute values in (1.26). We conclude that
L(t, r) =
{
4D[A(t, r)] if (t, r) is timelike
0 otherwise ,
where D is given by (1.24). Hence our Lagrangian is compatible with the discrete causal
structure in the sense that it vanishes if (t, r) is spacelike.
Before we can set up the variational principle, we need to think about what the sum over
the space-time points in (1.7) should correspond to in our lattice system. Since we are
considering a homogeneous system, one of the sums simply gives a factor m, and we can
leave out this sum. The other sum in the continuum should correspond to a space-time
integral (see for example (1.8)). In our lattice system, the point (t, r) can be thought of as
the 2-dimensional sphere |~ξ| = r at time t. Therefore, we replace the spatial integral by a
sum over the discretized radii, but with a weight factor which takes into account that the
surfaces of the spheres grow quadratically in r. More precisely, we identify (t, r) with a
shell of radius between r − ∆r/2 and r + ∆r/2. This leads us to the replacement rule
∫
R3
d~ξ · · · −→ ∆3r
Nr−1∑
n=0
ρr(n∆r) · · ·
with the weight function ρr given by
ρr(n∆r) = 4π3 ·
 1/8 if n = 0(n + 1/2)3 − (n − 1/2)3 if n > 0 . (1.27)
When discretizing the time integral, we need to take into account that on the lattice L, the
time parameter t is always non-negative. Since the Lagrangian is symmetric, L[Axy] =
L[Ayx] (see [FIN2, §3.5]), this can be done simply by counting the lattice points with t > 0
twice. Thus we discretize the time integral by
∫ ∞
−∞
dt · · · −→ ∆t
Nr−1∑
n=0
ρt(n∆r) · · ·
with
ρt(n∆t) =
{
1 if n = 0
2 if n > 0 . (1.28)
Then the action becomes
S[P] = ∆t ∆3r
∑
(t,r)∈L
ρt(t) ρr(r)L(t, r) . (1.29)
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Our variational principle is to minimise this action by varying the functions ˆφ and τ
in (1.17, 1.18) under the constraints (TC) and (NC).
With the constructions of Sections 1.3 and 1.4 we successively derived our two-dimensional
lattice model. Clearly, not all the arguments leading to the model were rigorous, and also
we put in strong assumptions on the physical situation which we have in mind. More pre-
cisely, the main assumption was the spherically symmetric and static ansatz with a vector-
scalar structure (1.10, 1.12); this ansatz was merely a matter of convenience and simplic-
ity. Moreover, the choice of the weight function ρ involved some arbitrariness. However,
we do not consider this to be critical because choosing the weight factors in (1.27) differ-
ently should not change the qualitative behavior of the model (except that for the existence
of minimisers it is important that ρr(0) , 0; see Section 1.6). Finally, the normalization
condition (NC) could be modified, as discussed in detail at the end of Section 1.3.
The main point of interest of our lattice model is that it allows to describe discretizations
of Dirac Seas (1.22) but also completely different configurations of the fermions. Thus
within the lattice model it should be possible to analyze in detail whether and how Dirac
Sea configurations form as minimisers of our variational principle. Moreover, in our lat-
tice model one can implement all the spherically symmetric regularization effects as found
in [FIN5]. Hence our lattice model should make it possible to verify effects from [FIN5]
coming from the discrete side and to analyze these effects in greater detail.
In the next section we shall define our lattice model once again more systematically,
making the following simplifications:
• By scaling we can always arrange that ∆ω and ∆k have an arbitrary value. It is most
convenient to choose
∆ω = 1 , ∆k = 1 .
Then
∆t =
2π
Nt
, ∆r =
2π
Nr
.
• The formulas for P, (1.17, 1.18), only involve the two Dirac matrices γ0 and γr,
which satisfy the anti-commutation rules
(γ0)2 = 1 , (γr)2 = −1 ,
{
γ0, γr
}
= 0 .
Since these anti-commutation rules can be realized already by 2 × 2-matrices, we
may simplify the matrix structure by the replacements
γ0 −→ σ3 , γr −→ −iσ1,
where σi are the usual Pauli matrices. Modifying the definition of the discrimi-
nant (1.24) to
D[A] = 1
2
tr(A2) − 1
4
(trA)2
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(where now “tr” clearly denotes the trace of a 2×2-matrix), the Lagrangian remains
unchanged.
• In order to simplify the normalization condition (NC), it is convenient to introduce
the function
Φ(k, ω) = 2k ˆφ(k, ω) ,
where for notational simplicity we also omitted the tilde.
• In order to simplify the prefactors, we multiply P by 4π, divide the Lagrangian by
four, and divide the action by (2π)4 π/6. Furthermore, we multiply floc by a factor
of π3.
1.5 Definition of the Model and Basic Properties
For given integer parameters Nt, Nr and p we introduce the lattice L and its dual lattice ˆL,
(t, r) ∈ L =
{
0, 2π
Nt
, . . . , 2π
Nt − 1
Nt
}
×
{
0, 2π
Nr
, . . . , 2π
Nr − 1
Nr
}
(ω, k) ∈ ˆL =
{
− (Nt − 1), . . . , −1, 0
}
×
{
1, . . . , Nr
}
.
On ˆL we choose a non-negative functionΦ and a real function τ, which vanish except at p
lattice points. We set
P(ξ) = 1
r
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
eiωt Φ
[
(1 − σ3 cosh τ) sin(kr)
+σ1 sinh τ
(
cos(kr) − sin(kr)kr
)]
, if r , 0(1.30)
P(t, r = 0) =
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
eiωt k Φ (1 − σ3 cosh τ) , (1.31)
where σ1 and σ3 are two Pauli matrices. For any (t, r) ∈ L we introduce the closed
chain A(t, r) by
A(t, r) = P(t, r) P(t, r)∗ ,
where the adjoint with respect to the spin scalar product is given by
P(t, r)∗ = σ3 P(t, r)† σ3 ,
and the dagger denotes transposition and complex conjugation. We define the discrimi-
nant D[A] and the Lagrangian L[A] by
D[A] = 1
2
tr(A2) − 1
4
(trA)2 (1.32)
L[A] = D[A] Θ(D[A]) , (1.33)
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where Θ is the Heaviside function. The action is
S = 1
NtN3r
∑
(t,r)∈L
ρt(t) ρr(r)L[A(t, r)] ,
where ρt and ρr are the weight functions
ρt
(
2π n
Nt
)
=
 1 if n = 02 if n > 0
ρr
(
2π n
Nr
)
=
 1 if n = 0(2n + 1)3 − (2n − 1)3 if n > 0 .
Our variational principle is to minimise the action, varying the functions Φ and τ under
the following constraints:
(TC) The local trace
floc :=
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k Φ(ω, k) (1.34)
should be kept fixed.
(NC) The function Φ should only take the two values Φ(ω, k) = 0 or Φ(ω, k) = 1.
The last condition (NC) could be weakened or left out (see the discussion at the end of
Section 1.3).
According to Definition 1.1, the functionsΦ and τ induce on L a discrete causal structure.
The Lagrangian is compatible with the discrete causal structure in the sense that it van-
ishes if (t, r) is spacelike. Furthermore, our lattice system has the following symmetries:
symmetry under parity transformations: The traces in (1.32) vanish unless an even
number of matrices σ1 appears. Therefore, the Lagrangian remains unchanged if
the factor sinh τ in (1.30) flips sign. Hence the action is symmetric under the trans-
formation
τ(ω, k) −→ −τ(ω, k) for all (ω, k) ∈ ˆL. (1.35)
This transformation changes the sign of the spatial component of P. The name
“parity transformation” comes from the analogy to the usual parity transforma-
tion ~x → −~x.
gauge symmetry: We introduce on the dual lattice ˆL for any Ω ∈ Z the translation re-
specting the periodic boundary conditions
ω −→ ω˜ = (ω + Ω) mod Nt (1.36)
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and also translate the functions τ and Φ by setting
τ˜(ω˜, k) = τ(ω, k) , ˜Φ(ω˜, k) = Φ(ω, k) .
This translation in momentum space corresponds to a multiplication by a phase
factor in position space,
˜P(ξ) = eiΩt P(ξ) .
This phase factor drops out when forming the closed chain, and thus the Lagrangian
remains unchanged. The transformation (1.36) are precisely those local gauge
transformations which are compatible with our spherically symmetric and static
ansatz.
1.6 Existence of Minimisers
In this section we prove an existence result, which is so general that it applies also in the
case when the normalization condition (NC) is weakened.
Proposition 1.2: Consider the variational principle of Section 1.5 with the trace con-
dition (TC) and, instead of (NC), the weaker condition that that there is a parameter ε > 0
such that
Φ(ω, k) = 0 or Φ(ω, k) > ε for all (ω, k) ∈ ˆL .
Then the minimum of the action is attained.
Proof. Since the Lagrangian is non-negative, we can estimate the action from above by
the Lagrangian at the origin t = r = 0,
S ≥ L[A(0, 0)] . (1.37)
At the origin, the Fermionic Projector takes the form (see (1.31))
P(0) =
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k Φ (1 − σ3 cosh τ) .
This matrix can be diagonalized and has the two eigenvalues
µ± =
∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k Φ (1 ± cosh τ) .
Thus the closed chain A(0, 0) has the two eigenvalues λ± = µ2±. As a consequence, us-
ing (1.32) and (1.34),
L[A(0, 0)] = 1
4
(λ+ − λ−)2 = 14 (µ+ + µ−)
2 (µ+ − µ−)2
= 4 f 2loc
 ∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k Φ cosh τ

2
. (1.38)
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Consider a minimal sequence. Then, according to (1.37), the expression (1.38) is uni-
formly bounded. If floc = 0, our system is trivial, and thus we may assume that floc is a
positive constant. Using (1.34) and the fact that k ≥ 1, we conclude that the functions Φ
are uniformly bounded. The boundedness of (1.38) implies that there is a constant C > 0
such that ∑
(ω,k)∈ ˆL
k Φ cosh τ ≤ C
for all elements of the minimal sequence. Whenever Φ vanishes, we can also set τ equal
to zero. If Φ is non-zero, the inequality Φ ≥ ε gives a uniform upper bound for cosh τ,
cosh τ ≤ C
ε
.
We conclude that the functions Φ and τ are uniformly bounded. Hence a compactness
argument allows us to choose a convergent subsequence. Since our action is obviously
continuous, the limit is the desired minimiser. 
We point out that this proposition makes no statement on uniqueness. There seems no
reason why the minimisers should be unique. In Chapter 4 we shall see examples with
several minimisers.
1.7 Conclusion
At the end of this chapter, we have to reflect on the general purpose of our model. The
variational principle comprises the minimisation of the action (??) by varying the func-
tions ˆφ and τ in (1.5) under the constraints (TC) and (NC). The way we derived the model
linked to this action is not unique and rigidly determined. So we made some heristic as-
sumptions to derive a well defined and numerically sufficient simple model of a fermionic
vacuum system: (1) We assumed spherical symmetry in (1.12) and (1.10) for the matter
of convenience and simplicity. (2) We justified the normalisation of the “effective” wave
functions by the request of a most simple transformation from the continuous case. This
was the origin of the normalisation (NC). (3) The choice of the weight functions ρr and ρt
was done by some heuristics which doesn’t come along with strict necessity.
The class of Fermionic Projectors described by (1.10) and (1.12) can now be studied on
a discrete lattice model. This class includes Fermionic Projectors quite similar to the
continuous Fermionic Projector of the vacuum, but also complete different ones. This
enables us to analyse whether or not the action (??) prefers Dirac Sea like configurations
as minimisers and how these minimisers look like.
The lattice model as developed in SectionS 1.1 to 1.6 as well as its presentation is identical
to that one published in [FIN/PLA]. Nevertheless, throughout this thesis the model was
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implemented with a slightly modifications. The programming code does not adopt the
dropping of the prefactor 1(4π)3 of the Fermionic Projector in Section 1.4.1
1The factor 1(4π)3 was implemented due to a prior formulation of the model and profiling showed, that
it’s contribution to the numerical efford is negligible.
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Chapter 2
The Numerical Challenge of
Optimisation
While chapter 1 deals with the definition of the model analysed in this thesis numerically,
this chapter has a purely numerical scope. From this point of view, the calculation of an
action has to be considered as a blackbox
S = S (ω, τ) (2.1)
only featured with the dependence on certain variables, possibly attached with some con-
straint conditions and a quite vague term of “runtime” belonging to the numerical calcu-
lation of the action.
2.1 General Introduction into the Problem of Mixed In-
teger Nonlinear Programming
Mixed-integer non linear programming problems (MINLP) is one of the broadest classes
of optimisation problems. (For a general overview see [KAL] and [ABR1] and the ref-
erences there.) Keeping the integer variables fixed, MINLP problems become simply
non-linear problems (NLP) for which solving strategies as the gradient methods or New-
ton methods are well established (see [ALT]). The class of optimisation problems that
also includes categorical variables is called mixed variable programming (MVP). Cate-
gorical variables are those that can only take values from a predefined list and thus have no
ordering relationship. By mapping categorical variable injectively to a set of integers, one
can transform a MVP problem into a MINLP problem, though the values do not conform
to the inherent ordering, that the integer values come along with.
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In practice the most conventional approach to MINLP problems with only a few discrete
variables that can take only a few values is to enumerate the discrete variables exhaus-
tively and to solve a series of NLP problems. The scope of this approach is very limited,
since the costs usually raise for combinatorial reasons at least exponentially depending
on the number of discrete variables. In the following we will survey three general, more
sophisticated approaches to the topic of MINLP: relaxation methods, search heuristics
and pattern search methods. (The main reference for this chapter are [ABR1] and [GRO],
which are also recommended for further readings to this topics as well as the references
there.)
2.1.1 Relaxation Methods
Relaxation methods are optimisation methods for MINLP problems that require relaxation
of the objective function. For instance one has an objective which evaluates the total costs
of a product depending of the number of workpieces of a special kind. Then in case
of a polynomial objective, which is a reasonable assumption, it is exploitable for any
real ”number” of workpieces too. Hence only for the optimal solution the number of
workpieces has to be integer and it can be real during the whole optimisation process. A
further property of the relaxation methods reviewed here is, that they all make use of any
derivative information for the NLP subproblems, hence differentiability of the objective
while fixing the integer variables is required.
The first method to mention is outer approximation (OA). This method only applies to a
very special class of MINLP problems, since the objective has to be of the form
f : R × M → R, f (x,m) = g(x) + cT m (2.2)
where R ⊆ Rn, m ∈ M ⊆ {0, 1}p, p ∈ N, g : R → R and c ∈ Rp. Beside other
restrictions and R has to be convex and compact, g as well as the constraint function
has to be convex and continuous differentiable. The OA algorithm solves alternately two
kinds of subproblems: First m ∈ M is fixed and the MINLP problem reduces to a ordinary
NLP problem, the so called primal program. After solving this with solution x′ one gets
an upper bound for the main problem. The convexity and the differentiability yield, that
f and the constraint mapping can be approximated downward (in the ”outer” region in
relation to the convex graph of g) linearly by using the gradient. From this the second
MINLP subproblem is obtained and solved, the so called master program, yielding also a
lower bound for the objective. The obtained solution (x′′,m′) is now taken as the starting
point for a further primal program, and so on. It can be shown, that the upper and the
lower bound coincide after a finite number of iterations. Outer approximation was first
introduced by Duran and Grossman in 1986 (see [DUR], and was extended to a broader
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class of problems by Fletcher and Leyffer in 1996 (see [FLE]), whereas nevertheless the
convexity conditions is needed.
Generalised Benders Decomposition, developed by Geoffrin (see [GEO]), works quite
similar to the AO method, solves the same NLP primal program but a different MILP
master program, which is obtained by linearising the Lagrangian function L(x, λ) = f (x)+
λTC(x) around the current point, where C denotes the constaint mapping and λ ∈ Rp is
the vector of Lagrangian multipliers.
Branch and Bound Methods were originally developed for MINLP problems by Dakin
(see [DAK]) and were generalized to non-linear problems by Gupta and Ravindran ([GUP]),
Nabar and Schrage ([NAB]), Borchers and Mitchell ([BOR]), Stubbs and Mehrotra ([STU])
and Leyffer ([LEY]). This method starts with solving a relaxed MLP problem. If all dis-
crete variables take integer values the search is ended. Otherwise a binary tree search is
performed in the space of the integer variables by a implicit enumeration, where a subset
of discrete variables is fixed at each node. For instance, if the NLP search yields for a
discrete variable m the solution m = 3.5, then two branching problems emanate from that
node by solving the NLP problem two times again, once adding the further constraint
m ≤ 3, once adding m ≥ 4. Several efficiencies such as upper bounds for the solution are
added to prevent testing unnecessary nodes.
The Extended Cutting Plane Method, introduced by Westerlund and Petterson (see [WES])
extended the Kelleys Cutting Plane algorithm (see [KEL]) for convex NLP to MINLP. It
does not make use of solving a NLP subproblem, but generates a non-decreasing sequence
of lower bounds by solving a sequence of MINLP problems, successively adding a lin-
earisation of the most violated constraint at the previous previous suboptimal point. The
algorithm terminates when the maximum constraint violation falls below a user specified
tolerance.
The presented methods for solving MINLP problems have drawbacks that preclude their
use for our optimisation problem. First the action cannot be assumed to be convex, a
condition mostly required to achive convergence results. Although there exist heuristics
to overcome the problem of non-convexity, no satisfying convergence theory has been
developed for non-convex problems. Second, methods that linearise objectives make use
of first-order Taylor Series, which requires differentiability of this function. Formally, this
cannot be assumed in our problem, since absolute values in the Lagrangian (1.26) occur.
2.1.2 Search Heuristics
Search heuristics are weak optimisation methods in different ways: First they often do
not make any use of derivative information and corresponding to this, they secondly do
in general not come along with a strict local convergence theory. The best to achieve is
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often convergence in a probabilistic sense. We will see that the most Search Heuristics
are inspired by Physical of biological processes. (For a good overview to physical search
heuristics see [HAR].) In spite to the theoretical point of view in practice the lack of
convergence theory entails the advantage that according to experience these methods are
numerically cheaper than deterministic methods. We will see in conjunction with dis-
cussing the GPS methods, that strict convergence results are obtained with the cost of
raising numerical effort. Hence search heuristics are always a favourable choice when the
effort of strict methods is excessively high or no strict methods are available, in particular
at any kind of combinatorial optimisation where no polynomial-time algorithms appear
to be at hand.
Most search heuristics also make use of some kind of stochastic process during the opti-
misation routine. Stochastic processes are indeed essential for two methods, that we will
mention here: Simulated Annealing, a modified Monte Carlo search technique, and Evo-
lutionary Algorithms. In contrast to these Tabu Search denotes a metaheuristical frame-
work to enhance trajectory oriented search algorithms by the use of memory techniques,
i.e. in principal the information of all previous iterations is exploited for finding the next
improved iterate. This method holds for any kind of optimisation process
A widely practised method in particular for optimisation problems with many minima
is Simulated Annealing. This method works for all kinds of optimisation problems and
was first introduced by Metropolis et al. in 1953 (see [MET], for an example application
for the travelling salesman problem see [SAN]). The special purpose of this method
is to determine the ground configuration of a thermodynamical system at T = 0. At
each step a randomly selected alternative point in the configuration space is evaluated by
its temperature or action function. The essential point is that the algorithm also accepts
pejorations of the action function with a certain probability due to the Boltzmann statistics
p(x → x′) =
 1 for ∆H ≤ 0e− ∆HkBT for ∆H > 0. (2.3)
This helps the algorithm (see listing 2.1) to leave local minima towards more global ones.
The crux of the matter is to find an appropriate cooling schedule T (t) (whereas t denotes
the computer time, e.g. number of main iterations) With the help of the theory of Markov
processes the existence of cooling schedules has been shown, which guarantee for a finite
problem the convergence to the global optimum. These cooling schedules have the form
T (t) = ab + log(t) , (2.4)
where a, b ∈ R+ depend on the problem. Since the logarithmic dependency of t yields
a quite slow cooling, which might be undesirable, there is in practice made use of other
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cooling schedules, i.e. the linear schedule and the exponential schedule
T (t) = a − bz with usually 0.01 ≤ b ≤ 0.2
T (t) = abt with usually 0.8 ≤ b ≤ 0.99,
where t ∈ N+, a is the initial temperature and b is thestep size or cooling rate respectively.
Listing 2.1: A simple Simulated Annealing Algorithm
1 random c h o i c e of i n i t i a l p o i n t x ∈ Rn
2 w h i l e T > Tmin do
3 random c h o i c e of n e i g h b o r y of x
4 i f E(y) < E(x)
5 x = y
6 e l s e
7 x = y wi th p r o b a b i l i t y e−
E(y)−E(x)
T
8 d e c r e a s e T s l i g h t l y ( a c c o r d i n g t o t h e
9 c o o l i n g s c h e d u l e )
10 end
11 end
Although Simulated Annealing does in general not make use of derivative information,
there are methods in use, which combine Simulated Annealing with gradient oriented
methods, for instance [PLB, p. 74 et sqq.] demonstrates a combination of the Nelder and
Meat-Algorithm (there called Downhill Simplex method) with simulated annealing with
the purpose to force the algorithm to deliver more global solutions.
Another variation of Simulated Annealing is called Parallel Tempering, introduced by
Hukushima and Nemoto (see [HUK]). This derivation of Simulated Annealing is specially
aimed for systems with very low temperature dynamics, i.e. the structure of the problem
is of such a kind that statistical trial points can only be exploited in the neighbourhood
of the actual iterate. These systems show a dynamical behaviour similar to glasses. The
general concept of parallel tempering is to perform several simulations parallely, which
are all assembled by the same system but run at different temperatures. In the easiest
case, where there are two systems, the algorithm interchanges the configurations of the
two systems with the purpose that the higher temperated simulation helps the – previous
– lower temperated configuration to overcome energy barriers.
The adaptive memory feature of Tabu Search aims to enhance economy of a local search
process. It was introduced by Glover (see [GLO1], [GLO2], [GLO3] and [TAB]) as a
metaheuristic for solving combinatorial optimisation problems. The main idea is to per-
form searches among a user defined set of neighbours N(xi) with xi the position.of the i-th
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step. Based on the actual choice, the tabu list is updated under special rules. Depending
on the application tabu strategy, for instance the complement of a step is forbidden for a
certain number of iterations. To obtain global solutions each local minimum is put on the
tabu list and the algorithm moves to another point in an area of the domain that has not
been searched yet.
The next class of methods spread a wide range of algorithms subsumed under the la-
bel of evolutionary algorithms (see [RUS]), namely Evolution Strategies, Evolutionary
Programming and Genetic Algorithms. Since only the latter ones are aimed to solve dis-
crete optimisation problems as well (the other two were designed primarily for continuous
problems), we will focus in the discussion on this method only. In contrast to the preceed-
ing methods, evolutionary algorithms are not trajectory oriented. I.e they do not calculate
in each iteration one improved point from the latest forerunner, but at each iteration evo-
lutionary algorithms deal simultaneously with finitely many points, called a population.
In analogy to the biological concept of evolution, the main processes contained by evolu-
tionary algorithms are:
• Selection: Process by which parents are selected for reproduction
• Reproduction: Process by which some kind of ”genetic” information is passed
from parents to children
• Mutation: Random errors occur in the reproduction process
• Competition: Process by which children survive to the next generation
Listing 2.2: A simple Generic Algorithm
1 i n i t i a l i z e p o p u l a t i o n x1, x2, ..., xM
2 s e l e c t p a r e n t s p1, ..., pm
3 f o r t := 1 t o nR
4 b e g i n
5 c r e a t e o f f s p r i n g s c1, ..., cn v i a c r o s s o v e r
6 per fo rm m u t a t i o n s
7 e v e n t u a l l y per fo rm l o c a l o p t i m i s a t i o n
8 c a l c u l a t e f i t n e s s v a l u e s f o r a l l c r o s s o v e r s
9 s e l e c t new p a r e n t s p1, ..., pmt
10 end
11 end
Each point or individual in the population is evaluated by the objective function, which is
called in the context of evolutionary algorithms fitness function. The main idea is that at
each iteration a set of points, i.e. a population is generated from a subset of the forerunner
population. Before this reproduction takes place, selection takes care that only the fittest
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members of the population are allowed to reproduce. From this set of parents the new
generation is created via crossover. The process creating crossovers varies, for instance
special linear combinations of parent points are set up, optionally created with the help
of some random variation process. Listing 2.2 shows a simple framework for genetic
algorithms.
2.2 Intermediate Conclusion
The choice of a proper optimisation method is always hard and often only reasoned by the
result. In our case the main problem of this work was not the implementation of the opti-
misation algorithm or the coding of the action evaluation, but to find a proper definition of
the model as worked out in Chapter 1 and furthermore to find some subtle modifications
of the model discussed below, not until which satisfying results where found. Further-
more, it was necessary to have an optimisation method implemented in a early state of
our work to find the modifications mentioned before.
Up to the present day, MINLP is one of the most difficult tasks in numerical optimisation.
Thus from a practical point of view, it is important to consider the latest developments
in this area. Considerable advantages have recently been made concerning Generalised
Pattern Search Methods. The main advantage of the class of GPS algorithms is that they
apply to a broader range of problems compared to the relaxation methods discussed in
subsection 2.1.1 and that GPS algorithms – in contrast to the heuristic methods discussed
in subsection 2.1.2 – contain a quite elaborated convergence theory. Furthermore Search
Heuristics are quite powerful in producing improvements to a given design, but usually
perform the worse the closer the search algorithm has come to a relatively global mini-
mum.
2.3 Generalised Pattern Search Methods 1
The Generalised Pattern Search (GPS) labels a class of algorithms which are appropriate
for different sophisticated optimisation problems. They are all extentions of the original
GPS algorithm introduced by Torczon ([TOR]). Each iteration includes an obligatory
POLL step and an optional global SEARCH step. In the SEARCH step, which is carried
out first, the objective function f is evaluated at a finite number of points laying on an
iteration dependend mesh Mk. for the purpose of minimising f . The choice of search
1The main reference for this class of algorithms is Mark Abramsons Thesis [ABR1] and many parts
of this subsection are based on his text. For further information see also the Web page of the NOMADm
software [NOMADm].
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strategies is only restricted to the condition that it has to be finite, i.e. carried out on finite
number of mesh points.
2.3.1 Positive Spanning Sets
The following terminology and theorem is due to [DAV]:
Definition 2.1: A positive combination of the set of vectors {vi}ri=1 is called a linear
combination ∑ri=1 αivi, where αi ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, ..., r
Definition 2.2: A finite set of vectors W = {wi} forms a positive spanning set for Rn if
every vector v ∈ Rn can be expressed as a positive combination of vectors in W. The set
of vectors W is said to positively span Rn . The set W is said to be a positive basis for Rn
if no proper subset of W positively spans Rn.
Davies [DAV] shows that for any positive basis B ⊂ Rn, 1 ≤ ♯B ≤ 2n. I.e [−11, 11] and
[−11, e] (with ei = 1 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n) as well as for any basis V the columns of [V,−V] and
[V,−Ve].
Theorem 1: A set D positively spans Rn if and only if for all nonzero v ∈ R vtd > 0
for some d ∈ D.
2.3.2 The basic GPS Algorithm
In the POLL step, a positive spanning set Dk ⊆ D is determined, from which the poll set
is constructed, which may be represented by a matrix Dk = D(k, xk) whose columns are
the member of the set. The poll set is defined as
Pk = {xk + ∆kd ∈ X | d ∈ Dk} , (2.5)
i.e.the poll set Pk is constructed as the neighbouring mesh points in each direction in Dk.
f is evaluated at the points in Pk, either until the points have all been evaluated or until
one with a lower function value is found.
If S k is a finite set of mesh points evaluated during the SEARCH step, the set of trial
points is defined as Tk = S k ∪ Pk. Each pair of SEARCH and POLL steps has two
possible results.
Definition 2.3: If f (y) < f (xk) for some y in Tk, then y is said to be an improved mesh
point.
Definition 2.4: If f (xk) ≤ f (y) for all y ∈ Pk then xk is said to be a mesh local
optimiser.
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Listing 2.3: Basic GPS Algorithm
1 I n i t i a l i s a t i o n : L e t x0 be so t h a t f (x0 i s f i n i t e ,
2 and l e t M0 ∈ X be t h e mesh d e f i n e d by ∆0 > 0 .
3
4 w h i l e ¬ ( b r e a k c o n d i t i o n )
5 1 . SEARCH s t e p :
6 Employ some f i n i t e s t r a t e g y
7 s e e k i n g an improved mesh p o i n t ; i . e .
8 xk+1 ∈ Mk such t h a t f (xk+1 < f (xk) .
9
10 2 . POLL s t e p :
11 I f SEARCH s t e p was u n s u c c e s s f u l , e v a l u a t e
12 f a t p o i n t s i n t h e p o l l s e t Pk u n t i l
13 an improved mesh p o i n t xk+1 i s found
14 ( o r u n t i l done ) .
15
16 3 . UPDATE: I f SEARCH or POLL f i n d s an
17 improved mesh p o i n t , u p d a t e xk + 1 and s e t
18 ∆k + 1 ≥ ∆k a c c o r d i n g t o (2.6) .
19 O t h e r w i s e s e t xk+1 = x k and s e t
20 ∆k + 1 < ∆k a c c o r d i n g t o (2.7)
21
22 k = k+1
23 end
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If either the SEARCH or the POLL step lead to an improved mesh point, it becomes the
new incumbent xk+1. In this case it is said that the iteration step was “successfull”. In fact,
repeated “unsuccessful iterations” lead to numerical convergence. To understand this, we
have to take a look at the coarsening and refining rules.
The first states that if any y ∈ Tk is a improved mesh point, then
∆k+1 = τ
m+k∆k, (2.6)
where τ > 1 is rational and fixed over all iterations and the integer m+k is in the range
0 ≤ m+k ≤ mmax for some fixed integer mmax > 0. The purpose of the coarensing rule is
to allow the algorithm to skip over certain local minima and find a more global solution.
It does not oppress convergence of the algorithm and makes it faster (acc. to [ABR1, p.
46]).
(a) Evaluating the Poll Set (b) Successfull Poll Step (c) Unsuccessful Poll Step
Figure 2.1: Poll Step of the Basic GPS Algorithm
If in the SEARCH and the POLL step no improved mesh point is found, the actual mesh
point is according to Definition 2.4 a mesh local optimiser and remains unchanged. In
this case the mesh is refined according to the rule
∆k+1 = τ
m−k∆k (2.7)
where τ > 1 is defined as in the context of formula 2.4, τm−k ∈ (0, 1), and the integer
m−k fulfils the condition mmin ≤ m−k ≤ −1 for one fixed integer mmin. We will not dis-
cuss convergence results for the basic GPS algorithm, since we will mainly use a more
sophisticated variant of the GPS algorithms.
2.3.3 GPS for MVP Problems
We will now discuss the class of Mixed Variable Generalised Pattern Search (MGPS) al-
gorithms, which was mainly developed by Audet and Dennis [AD1]. The term ”Mixed
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Variable“ in this context means that beside continuous variables, there are discrete and
in the more general sense categorical variables given, on which the objective depends.
Categorical variables are often assigned numeric values, but these values are in general
assumed to be not ”relaxable“. That is the objective cannot be embedded to a fully con-
tinuous function in a canonical way. Although in our problem this condition might be
weakened, since all formulas necessary for the calculation of the action can also be eval-
uated for non discrete values of ω, it might happen that a naive relaxation leads to many
solutions which are local minima only in the relaxed case. After all the discrete portion of
the variables is called categorical variables and can be regarded to take values only from
a predefined list.
The variables of mixed variable problems can naturally be divided into two parts: x =
(xc, xd) ∈ X = Xc × Xd ⊂ Rnc × Znd . The continuous variable space is defined by a finite
set of linear constraints, depending on xd:
Xc(xd) =
{
xc ∈ Rnc | l (xd). ≤ A(xd)xc. ≤ u(xd)
}
(2.8)
with A(xd) ∈ Rnc×nc a real matrix, l (xd), u(xd) ∈ (R ∪ {±∞})nc and l (xd). ≤ u(xd) for
all values of xd. (In the further thesis we will omit the dependence on xd since it is not
relevant for our purpose.)
Mesh Construction and Local Optimality
To include the handling of discrete variables in the framework of the GPS algorithm,
the definition of the mesh must be generalised in a way that the case of the basic GPS
algorithm is included in the case of fixing the discrete variables.2
For each combination i = 1, ..., imax of variables that the discrete variables may take, a set
of positive spanning directions Di (with δ to be the number of columns) is constructed via
Di = GiZi, (2.9)
with Gi ⊂ Rnc×nc a nonsingular generating matrix and Zi ∈ Znc×δ. (We will sometimes
write D(x) instead of Di to indicate that the set of directions is associated with the discrete
variable values of x ∈ X.) We further want to define the set D := ⋃imaxi1 Di.
We then define a mesh formed as the direct product of Xd with the union of a finite number
of lattices in Xc:
Mk := Xd ×
imax⋃
i=0
{
xck + ∆kD
iz ∈ Xc | z ∈ (Z+)δ} . (2.10)
2For more details concerning this paragraph see [ABR1, chap. 5].
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u
τ1
τ2
Figure 2.2: Different pseudo-topologies on a discrete lattice
This mesh is purely conceptual and is never explicitly created. Directions are only gener-
ated if the algorithm requires them.
For usual NLP problems, the common topology implicates a unique notion of local opti-
mality. But in the discrete case of a lattice, there is no canonical analogon to the continu-
ous notion of topology. For example if one looks at naive transformations of continuous
neighbourhoods of the L1- and L∞-norms (marked by quadrats and diamonds around a
point symbolised by the filled out circle in figure (2.2)), then we see that these would
generate the discrete topology, which is of no use in our undertaking, since in this case
every point would be a minimum. To get a discrete substitute of a topology we define
Definition 2.5: For any set X we call a set valued function N : x → P(X) a pseudo-
topology, if for all x ∈ X we have x ∈ N(x) and N(x) finite.
In contrast to the continuous case, where the standard topologies are equivalent, in the
discrete case no unique definition of a minimum can be given. Therefore every numer-
ically determined minimum comes along with a certain insecurity, not only because of
usual numerical insecurities, but also since the notion of minimum we choose depends on
the pseudo-topologies indicated by figure (2.2)). For example a minimum determined by
the pseudo L1-Norm may not be one in the Pseudo-L∞-norm, and one in this norm maybe
voided if points one marked by the hexagon come into consideration.
Especially for the discussion of the convergence results we also need a definition of the
term ”limit“.
Definition 2.6: Let X ⊆ Rnc ×Znd be a mixed variable domain. A sequence (xi)∞i=1 ⊂ X
is said to converge if for every ε > 0 there exists a positive integer N such that xdi = xd
and ‖xci − xc‖ < ε for all i > N. The point x is said to be the limit point of the sequence
(xi)∞i=1 ⊂ X.
We further meet a definition which is of technical importance in proving some conver-
gence results
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Definition 2.7: The set-valued function N : X ⊆ Rnc × Zmd → P(X) is said to be
continuous at x ∈ X if for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that, whenever u ∈ X
satisfies ud = xd and ‖uc − xc‖ < δ, the following two conditions hold:
(a) If y ∈ N(x), then there exists v ∈ N(u) satisfying vd = yd and ‖vc − yc‖ < ε
(b) If v ∈ N(u), then there exists y ∈ N(x) satisfying yd = vd and ‖yd − vc‖ < ε.
One common choice of pseudo-topologiesN , which we will use throughout this work, is
given by
N = {y ∈ Xd | ‖y − x‖1 ≤ 1}. (2.11)
With our concept of pseudo-topologies as a notion for ”neighbourhood“ we can now
extend the classical definition of local optimality to the case of mixed variables.
Definition 2.8: A point x = (xc, xd) ∈ X is said to be a local minimiser of f with
respect to the pseudo-topology N(x) ⊂ X if there exists an ε > 0 such that f (x) ≤ f (v)
for all v in the set
X ∩
⋃
y∈N
Bε(yc) × yd. (2.12)
The MGPS Algorithm
Like the basic GPS algorithm, the MGPS algorithm implies a SEARCH and possibly a
POLL step. The SEARCH step is almost identical to that one for the basic GPS algorithm.
The only difference is that the applied search heuristic has now to deal with additional
discrete variables.
The POLL step in the MGPS algorithm is performed with respect to three different sets:
the poll set concerning the continuous variables, the discrete neighbour points described
by the pseudo-topology and a optional set of points generated by an EXTENDED POLL
step.
Let Dik ⊆ D denote the set of poll directions corresponding to the i-th set of discrete
variable values and Dk =
⋃imax
i=1 D
k
i . (Again we still often write Dik as Dk(xk) to indicate
that the polling directions depend on the discrete variable value xk.) We then define the
POLL set
Pk(xk) := {xk + ∆k(d, 0) ∈ X | d ∈ Dk(xk)} , (2.13)
(where the notion (d, 0) is in accordance with the separationRnc×Znd , thus xk+∆k(d, 0) =
(xck + ∆kd, xdk)).
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To produce more global solutions, the MGPS algorithm offers the opportunity to perform
an EXTENDED POLL step, in which additional polling is done around every point in the
set N(xk), whose objective function value is sufficiently close to the incumbent value, i.e.
around every point of the set
N˜(xk) = {y ∈ N(xk) | f (xk) ≤ f (y) < f (xk) + ξk} (2.14)
with a user specified parameter, the so called extended poll trigger ξk ≥ ξ. One after
one for the points in N˜ , there is started a polling sequence (y jk) jkj=1 with respect to the
continuous neighbours of yk beginning with y0k = yk and ending either when
F(yJkk + ∆k(d, 0)) < f (xk) for some d ∈ Dk(yJkk ) (2.15)
or when
f (xk) ≤ f (yJkk + ∆k(d, 0)) for all d ∈ Dk(yJkk ). (2.16)
(For this discussion we let zk = yJkk the last iterate or endpoint of the EXTENDED POLL
step.)
In practice, the parameter ξk is usually defined via a fraction parameter 0 < p < 1 and the
extended poll trigger ξ via
ξk = max{ ξ, p| f (xk)| }, (2.17)
and i.e. p = 0.05. The higher the choice of ξ and p respectively is, the more EXTENDED
POLL steps will be generated and thus the resulting final solution will usually be more
global, but by the cost of more required function evaluations.
For the set of extended poll points denoted as E and created for a discrete neighbour
y ∈ N(xk) by some polling strategy, we have
E(y) ⊆ {Pk(y jk)}Jkj=1. (2.18)
At iteration k, the set of points evaluated at the EXTENDED POLL step is then given by
χk(ξk) =
⋃
y∈Nξk
E(y), (2.19)
with
N := {y ∈ N(xk) | f (xk) ≤ f (y) ≤ f (xk) + χk}. (2.20)
The set of trial points of the GPS algorithm containing the SEARCH step as well as the
EXTENDED POLL step is defined as
Tk := S k ∪ Pk(xk) ∪N(xk) ∪ χk(ξk), (2.21)
with S k denoting the finite set of mesh points calculated during the SEARCH step. In full
analogy to the basic GPS algorithm we define
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Definition 2.9: If f (y) < f (xk) for some y ∈ Tk, then y is said to be an improved mesh
point .
Definition 2.10: If f (xk) ≤ f (y) for all y ∈ Pk(xk) ∪ N(xk) ∪ χk(ξk), then xk is said to
be a mesh local optimiser .
The MGPS algorithm is formally presented in listing 2.4.
Listing 2.4: MGPS Algorithm
1 I n i t i a l i s a t i o n : Le t x0 s a t i s f y f (x0) < ∞ . S e t
2 ∆o > 0 and ξ > 0 .
3
4 w h i l e ¬ ( b r e a k c o n d i t i o n )
5 1 . S e t e x t e n d e n d p o l l t r i g g e r χk > χ
6
7 2 . SEARCH s t e p :
8 Employ some f i n i t e s t r a t e g y
9 s e e k i n g an improved mesh p o i n t ; i . e .
10 xk+1 ∈ Mk such t h a t f (xk+1 < f (xk) .
11
12 3 . POLL s t e p :
13 I f SEARCH s t e p was u n s u c c e s s f u l , e v a l u a t e
14 f a t p o i n t s i n t h e p o l l s e t Pk ∪ Nk
15 u n t i l an improved mesh p o i n t xk+1 i s found
16 ( o r u n t i l done ) .
17
18 4 . EXTENDED POLL s t e p :
19 I f SEARCH and POLL s t e p s does n o t f i n d an
20 improved mesh p o i n t , e v a l u a t e f a t p o i n t s
21 i n χk(ξk) u n t i l an improved
22 mesh p o i n t xk+1 i s found ( o f u n t i l done ) .
23
24 5 . UPDATE: I f SEARCH POLL o r EXTENDED POLL
25 f i n d s an improved mesh p o i n t , u p d a t e
26 xk + 1 and s e t ∆k + 1 ≥ ∆k
27 a c c o r d i n g t o (2.6) O t h e r w i s e s e t xk+1 = xk
28 and s e t ∆k + 1 < ∆k a c c o r d i n g t o
29 (2.7)
30
31 k = k+1
32 end
In contrast to common search heuristics presented in the beginning of this section, the
class of algorithms derived from the basic GPS algorithm comes along with a quite sub-
stantial convergence theory. Hence it would be naturally at this point to refer some of
the convergence results. The problem is that these results are developed in the theoretical
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framework of the Clarke nonsmooth Calculus ([CLA]), which is too voluminous to be
presented here in detail. Its main idea is to develop a generalisation of the concept of
differentiability to steady functions, which are not differentiable in the usualy sense. With
the notions of the Clarke calculus it is possible to generalise the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) first-order necessary conditions for optimality ([KAR], [KUH], [BAZ/SHE]). Be-
side many other results it is possible to prove that under additional assumptions this usual
necessary condition for optimality holds for the most variants of the GPS algorithms.
2.4 Conclusion
The survey of the usual methods of treating problems of mixed integer programming led
to the conclusion that the framework of the GPS algorithm offers a viable and modern op-
portunity. Heuristic search algorithms as Simulated Annealing or Genetic Programming
always come along with the disadvantage of poor numerical performance, especially near
the minima. Moreover, an open source implementation for MATLAB is avaiable for the
GPS algorithm, which will be used throughout this work.
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First Numerical Explorations
3.1 The General Assumption for the Numerical Analy-
sis
Before we do any numerical analysis, we want to formulate the general hypothesis of this
work. Qualitatively spoken this hypothesis comprehends that in our model there exist
”Dirac Sea like“ minimisers. But what are the features of such configurations? The term
”Dirac Sea like“ is quite vague, but some features should be made more explicit. The
following definition is quite ad hoc and in no way canonical, but it is met because we
want some mathematical exact notion of ”Dirac Sea like“.
Definition 3.1: A configuration (ω, τ). is called formal Dirac Sea like up to k = m, if
ωm > ω1 and∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
l=1
τl
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
l=1
atanh
 kl√( n
2
)2
+ k2l

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.1)
The simple heuristics of this definition concerning the variable τ can be understood by
comparing formula (3.1) with (5.4).
Allthough this is a quite weak notion of ”Dirac Sea like“ expecially concerning the vari-
able ω it seems not appropriate to define a stronger notion, since this would cramp our
terminologies, which is not adequate in consideration of our ignorance of the behaviour
of the fermionic systems described by the action principle. Hence the qualitative notion
of ”Dirac Sea like“ does not loose its relevance at all.
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For the heuristical purpose it is adequate to formulate a general hypothesis for this thesis.
Allthough it was mentioned above, we now have the notions to make this hypothesis
as precise as possible. The further thesis will deal with the task, to what extent this
hypothesis can be confirmed. The general hypothesis of this thesis is:
(GH) Discrete Fermionic Systems described by the model developed in Chapter 1
prefer Dirac Sea like minimisers.
Depending on whether the Dirac Sea like minima can be considered as global or local
minima, we speak about a global or local confirmation of (GH). Finally we state:
Definition 3.2: Considering a specific discrete fermionic system, a point (ω, τ) is called
numerical minimiser if it is endpoint of a optimisation strategy applied νmax times. If a
more optimal point is not known, (ω, τ) is called the absolute numerical minimiser.
3.2 Qualitative Results
To avoid programming errors it is quite useful to deliberate some tests to the numerical
results. For example we have proved in Chapter 1 that the eigenvalues (1.25) are either
complex conjugate – and for this reason the Lagrangian (1.26) vanishes – or both positive.
One might suggest that it would be a useful test to check if all real eigenvalues are positive.
But this proof is not very useful, since the positivity of the eigenvalues λ± in the real
case of (1.25) holds for every complex φ, v0 and vk and thus only falsifies the correct
implementation of equation (1.25). But nevertheless: The question in which regions the
discriminant
D(r, t) = 4ℜ2 (φv¯0) − 4ℜ2 (φv¯k) − 4ℑ2
(
V0 ¯V0
)
(3.2)
is positive or negative, respectively, stays of interest. Spacetime points for which D ≤
0 and thus |λ−| = |λ+| do not contribute to our action. In reference to the relativistic
causality principle it may be expected that this region is similar to the spacelike region
of a Minkowski space-time. And contrary the region D > 0 should match the timelike
region. Figure 3.1 shows the function sign (D(t, r)). In the neighbourhood of the origin
the light cone is observable as the border between positive and negative signum of the
discriminant.
The calculations so far were done with an ad hoc discretisation only in the ω-direction.
Furthermore the considered lattices were quite big, about 100 points in the ω-direction
(referring to figure 3.2(a)). Obviousely the task of optimisation will start with consider-
able smaler systems of the kind of figure 3.2(b).
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Figure 3.1: sign(D) calculated from a Fermionic Projector concerning to a system with
100 × 201 points in r-t-space and an arbitrary mass parameter
k
ω
−m
(a) Ad hoc discretisation of the continuous Dirac
Sea with vectors (vω, vk = (−ω, k) pinned on each
occupied state.
ω
k
τ2
γ
(b) An example of a vacuum configuration
for the discrete space-time. The variation
parameter can be considered as an angel ro-
tating and stretching the the vector (vk, vω)
along the curve γ.
Figure 3.2: Different types of discretisation
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3.3 General Remarks concerning the Task of Optimi-
sation
We will now track a more numerical point of view. The general numerical problem is of
the form
minimise S (τ, ω)
under the conditions τ ∈ [−τmax, τmax]n =: T (3.3)
and ω ∈ [−ωmax, 0]n =: Ω,
where n is called the system size.
In complexity theory there is made a distinction between the classes of problems P
and NP. In general mixed interger nonlinear problems like ours are NP-hard. (For a
general introduction to the topic of mixed integer optimisation see [CAL].) For those
readers, who are not familiar with complexity theory, just a few words. Problems in
P are those decision and optimisation problems, which can be solved on a determinis-
tic sequential machine in an amount of time that is polynomial in the size of the input.
NP-problems are those, whose positive solutions can be found in polynomial time on a
non-deterministic machine, so clearlyP ⊂ NP. Finally there is the class ofNP-complete
problems (NP-C) which are in some kind the ”hardest” NP-problems. These problems
are those, for which any problem inNP can be expressed as a problem inNP-C, only by
some efficient – that means at most polynomial bounded number of steps – transforma-
tion. Therefore if one finds an efficient (that means polynomial) algorithm to solve any
NP-complete problem, then every problem in NP can be solved efficiently, and hence
must be inP. This would mean thatNP = P, an assertion, which is still an open question
of research.
In practice NP-hard means that the costs of the numerics raises faster with the size of the
initial data than any polynomial. In our case the size of the initial data is given so far by n.
If we want to solve for every occupation the corresponding NLP-problem – which may
be polynomial in the size of the initial data – then the costs of the numerics would raise at
least like nn in the case of complete enumeration, that is going through all combinatorial
possible occupations and solving for each occupation the NLP-problem. Obviously this
method is only practicable for small systems.
On the one hand our optimisation problem 3.3 has the nice property to be scalable by
the lattice size n. On the other hand the complexity of the optimisation problem raises
dramatically, while efficient methods (in the notion discussed above) are not available. In
this scenario it is recommended to start with complete enumerations for small systems.
Results obtained by this method could be used as a starting point for more sophisticated
methods, which can then be applied to systems of a size, which are not treatable by
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complete enumerations. That is more sophisticated methods should be tested on systems,
which are already well understood by the analysis with complete enumeration.
3.4 Minima for Small Systems
3.4.1 Systems with one occupied state
The result obtained for the case n = 1 can easily be checked analytically. Note that in this
case the lattice in the location space is just given by
L = {0} × {0} (3.4)
and thus one gets for the action a function of the form
S (τ) = a + b(coshτ)2 with a, b ∈ R+, (3.5)
and one gets one minimum for τ = 0 (see figure 3.4.1).
Figure 3.3: S (τ) for n = 1
We want to call minima like this trivial minima, i.e.
Definition 3.3: A minimiser (τ, ω) is called trivial, if ‖τ‖∞ ≤ ε, with ε = 0 in the case
of an analytically determined minimiser and ε to be the precision of the calculation in the
case of a numerically determined minimiser.
3.4.2 Systems with two varied states
We now have to face the question, if there are other minima then trivial ones. If this
question would be answered negative, the variational principle of the Fermionic Projector
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Figure 3.4: Example of an occupation (23) of the system with two varied states
would be proved to be physically moot. If otherwise the question would be answered
positive then the questions arises, whether the not trivial minima are global or local and
match the general hypothesis of this thesis.
The next analysis done for n = 2 was a complete enumeration concerning the discrete
variables and a ”graphical analysis“ concerning the continuous variables. In the case of
two continuous variables, it is possible to plot levelsets. In consideration of the more
interesting results discussed in the following chapters, we will not discuss the results of
the calculations into great detail. The only remarkable outcome of the numerical analysis
is the numerical proof of the existence of non-trivial minima.
The main result for systems with n = 2 is that there exist non trivial minima, but that
they are suboptimal compared to the trivial minimum. In general, there are three kinds
of classes of occupations which differ in the kind of minima they feature. The first class
holds only a trivial minimum. The second class holds trivial and non-trivial minima and
accordingly the third class holds only non-trivial minima. Due to the symmetry τi → −τi,
for every non trivial numerical minimiser at the point (ω, τ) we have a corresponding
second trivial minimiser at the point (ω,−τ).
3.5 Conclusion
The calculations of this chapter show that there exist non trivial minima for the considered
action principle for systems with n > 1. They come along with a spontaneous symmetry
breaking. We will refer to the method used for n = 2 the graphical method of optimisation.
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Figure 3.5: Characteristic level curves of the action for different types of occupations.
(Note that these results anticipiate the use of the lattice factor N > 1 introduced in Chapter
4.)
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Chapter 4
Complete Enumerations for more
Complex Systems
4.1 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
The analysis of systems of small occupation numbers has to deal with a special problem.
Looking at formulas (1.14) to (1.15) one sees that from the inverse dependencies of the
form
sin(r)
r
,
the action will be dominated by the contributions of the Lagrange density near the origin.
E.g. the action of small systems is dominated by the contribution L(0, 0). These contri-
butions depend by terms proportional to (cosh τi)2 on the variational parameters τ. Hence
one gets for sufficiently coarse lattices an action which is highly dominated by trivial
minima. It stands to reason that this will not lead to physically interesting minimisers. In
other words: For small systems the resolution in the location space is too bad to include
essential contributions to the action for r , 0. The problem is that, by this reason, small
systems will not contain non trivial minima, but that it is essential to have such minima to
construct propper start values for larger systems.
This problem can be resolved by considering larger lattices without increasing the number
of occupied states. In the case of quadratic systems, i.e. systems with as many possible ω-
values as k-values, the so called lattice factor N indicates the factor by which the number
of possible (ω- and k-) values exceed n. (See figure 4.1.) In detail:
Definition 4.1: Consider a discrete fermionic system with n occupied states. Then we
call N ∈ N the lattice factor , if
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Nn
ω
n
Nn
k
Figure 4.1: Illustration for the lattice factor N in the case N = 2.
(a) N is the factor by which the analysed System is bigger than the subsystem of occu-
pied states.
(b) Nr = Nt = N (Quadratic Lattice)
(c) Only the lowest k-values are occupied.
Introducing a lattice factor N > 1 can alternatively be interpreted as a system, which only
considers states of low momenta and to leave states of the high energy region unoccupied.
Figure 4.2 shows the graphs of the action for n = 1, ω = 0 and different values of N.
For the smallest lattice (N = 2), the action has a quite simple structure with a trivial
minimum at the origin. For N > 3 the symmetry breaks in the sense that there occur
non trivial minima. A similar result is archieved for n = 2 (see figure 4.3). In this case,
the structure of the action becomes more and more complex with increasing N. Hence for
small systems non trivial results are only to expect if the considered lattice is considerably
enlarged. One can expect that this modification of our model is only necessary for the
analysis of small systems and can be omitted for larger systems. Thus an enlargement
of the lattice of small systems has to be regarded as a heuristic tool to get an approach
to the general problem, since it is very appropriate to start the numerical optimisation
with preferably small systems. From this one can gradually enlarge the system size and
develop certain optimisation strategies.
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(d) N = 5
Figure 4.2: Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking caused by increasing the lattice for n = 1.
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(d) N = 7
Figure 4.3: Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking caused by increasing the lattice for n = 2.
For N = 7 the lower nontrivial minimum is absolute.
4.2 Enumerations for n = 3
4.2.1 Complete enumeration
The aim of the analysis discussed in this subsection is to get an accurate insight to the
action in the case n = 3 and N = 4. The graphical method applied to the case n = 2 in
chapter 3 was extended in the way that τ3 was fixed and τ1 and τ2 were varied like in the
two dimensional case. This led to a series of graphs numbered by τ3, which now could
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be merged to a “film“.1. Four such films were produced, belonging to the occupations
ω = −(1, 2, 4), ω = −(0, 0, 1), ω = −(0, 3, 1) and ω = (0, 0, 0). The resolution of the τi
was set to
τ1 ∈ { −3 6 0.03 · k1 6 3 | k1 ∈ Z }
τ2 ∈ { −3 6 0.03 · k2 6 3 | k2 ∈ Z }
τ3 ∈ { −3.8 6 0.2 · k3 6 0 | k3 ∈ Z }.
Thereby τ3 must only be analysed for negative values since the general symmetry of the
action under the transformation τ −→ −τ.
Generally speaking, the qualitative result was the same for all four occupations. As shown
in figure 4.4 for the occupation ω = −(1, 2, 4), for τ3 = 0 the action is point symmetric
about the origin. Obviously this symmetry is destroyed for τ3 , 0. For increasing k3 the
action gets dominated by two minima, one emerging from the trivial minimum for τ3 = 0,
one for τ1 ≈ 0 and τ2 ≈ −2. With decreasing τ3 these two minima merge and around the
τ3-value of the merging of these minima, the absolute minimum is attained, as a matter
of course with respect to the chosen resolution (see figure 4.6). Furthermore figure 4.4
shows the sections referring to the absolute minimum of the examined occupation. From
this one can qualitatively state that the action gets the more complex the more ”complex”
the occupation is. Also this is not a strict notion, the occupation ω = −(0, 0, 0) seems most
simple, followed by ω = −(0, 0, 1) and the rest. According to this, the graph belonging
to the occupation ω = −(0, 0, 0) shows only one minimum belonging to ω = −(0, 0, 1)
contains two and the other at least three minima.2
1See the folder /Complete enumeration 3/. The movies are named cut.avi and placed
in the according directories on the data disc.
2The problem in the determination of the number of minima in the notion of the “graphical method” is
quite raw and leads usually to much more determined numerical minimisers than there are real minima.
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(b) ω = −(0, 0, 1), τ3 = −1.8
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(c) ω = −(0, 3, 1), τ3 = −1.2
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(d) ω = −(0, 0, 0), τ3 = −1.8
Figure 4.4: Sections of the action graph for fixed τ3 and different occupations (cf. figure
4.6)
.
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(d) τ3 = −1.4 – absolute minimum
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Figure 4.5: Sections of the action graph for different values of τ3 and the fixed occupation
ω = −(1, 2, 4).
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ω τ1 τ2 τ3 S
−(1, 2, 4) −0.9600 −1.8900 −1.4 2.8144e − 08
−(0, 0, 1) −0.6300 −1.0200 −1.8 4.2677e − 08
−(0, 3, 1) −2.5800 −1.6500 −1.2 2.8750e − 08
−(0, 0, 0) −0.8400 −1.0500 −1.8 1.0534e − 07
Figure 4.6: Numerical minimiser according to the (resolution) of the “graphical” method
4.2.2 Combined Complete Enumeration and GPS-Search
The numerical costs of complete enumerations as performed for n = 3 in subsection 4.2.1
increase very rapidly with raising n. Hence it is nessesary to develop methods of analysis,
which allow numerically a more effective account. The idea is to choose for every enu-
merable occupation an appropriate start value in the τ-space and to perform starting, from
this start value, a trajectory oriented optimisation algorithm. Compared to the calculation
of “graphs” of the action concerned to each occupation, this method should get by with
much less action evaluations. We used the implementation of the GPS algorithm by Mark
Abramson (see [ABR1], [ABR2], [AFIT]) NOMADm. Concerning the numerous options
offered by the interface of NOMADm, we generally used the settings listed in Appendix
C except other settings are mentioned explicitly. Particularly the abort condition was set
to
∆τi = 0.0001 (4.1)
whereas ∆τi denotes the Convergence Tolerance, which is a positive number such that the
MADS run is terminated as soon as the mesh size parameter falls below this value. The
abort condition concerning the discrete variable is determined by the algorithm, depend-
ing on the chosen polling strategy.
Single Search
In a first try we choose a standard MATLAB BFGS Quasi-Newton method with a cubic
line search procedure, using an analytically given gradient in the τ-space, which works
much more efficiently than using the numerically approximated gradient. Although the
function cannot be assumed to be differentiable everywhere by the reason of absolute val-
ues occurring in (1.26), in practice gradient based methods can still deliver useful results.
Nevertheless this method failed, which was easily brought to light by a comparison of the
minimisation with the results of the complete enumeration of Section 4.2. The lack of dif-
ferentiability becomes demonstrative with a look at figure 4.7. The algorithm steps to the
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bottom of the main valley seen in this figure and stops, without descending within the val-
ley. As a consequence we have to use an algorithm which is not restricted to differentiable
functions.
Figure 4.7: S (τ1, τ2) of a system with n = 3, N = 4, τ3 = −1.4
As described in Section 2.2 the scope of the MADS algorithm in the original form is wider
than that of differentiable functions. And in fact, the use of MADS resolved the struggle
described above. We first performed standard MADS searches for starting-points derived
from the results obtained in section 4.2.1. By averaging the results summarised in figure
4.6, we define the starting value
τh0 = (−1.5282,−1.6188,−1.4044). (4.2)
The minimisation enumerated all occupations ω within{
ω ∈ N30 | − 2 .≤ ω .≤ 0
}
. (4.3)
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Again the minimisations where performed depending on the general lattice factor N intro-
duced in definition 4.1. As a first result, we again get only non trivial minima for N ≥ 3,
whereas we get the same occupations for the minima with N = 3 and N = 4.
N ω τ1 τ2 τ3 S
4 −(0, 1, 2) −1, 00232109375 −1, 87661250000 −1, 40440000000 3.071438547435570e− 08
3 −(0, 1, 2) −0, 290895312500 −1, 54409296875 −1, 12559140625 2.851709405942606e− 08
2 −(1, 0, 2) −0.00036796875 −0.00014765625 −0.000103125 1.7843076e− 08
1 −(0, 1, 2) −0.00036796875 −0.00014765625 −0.000103125 5.5970146e− 08
Figure 4.8: Numerical Minimisers for different values of N with combined complete
enumeration and GPS search
Secondly, it is remarkable that we find for N ≥ 3 for 100% of the enumerated occupations
a non trivial minimum, whereas for N ≤ 2 this fractions falls to 0% (see figure 4.9). This
is consistent with the results achieved in Section 4.1.
N ω S S
∣
∣
∣
τ=0 % of not trivial Minima
4 −(0, 1, 2) 3.071438547435570e− 08 5.0821808e− 08 100
3 −(0, 1, 2) 2.851709405942606e− 08 3.5771382e− 08 100
2 −(1, 0, 2 1.7843076e− 08 1.7843075e− 08 0
1 −(0, 1, 2) 5.5970146e− 08 5.597e − 08 0
Figure 4.9: Continuation of the table in figure 4.8
Third we also see in figure 4.9 that the not trivial minimum has lower action then for
τ = 0.
Multiple Random search – Global Search
The analysis so far raises the question if there is evidence that the chosen start value τ0
is in fact close to τ-value of the absolute minimiser. Naturally numerical analysis here
cannot give a definite answer. But if τ0 as chosen above is a proper start value to reach the
absolute minimiser of an occupation, it should be impossible to find more optimal minima
by choosing different start values τr0, whereby “r” denotes the fact, that we will make a
random choice. More precisely we choose
τr0i ∈ [−1.7, 1.7] (4.4)
by MATLAB’s standard random function.
In appendix B.1.1 the results are listed. For each value of 1 ≤ N ≤ 4 there were carried out
10 runs for which the minimum occupation was saved. (The tables in B.1.1 are sorted by
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the value of the action.) Comparing B.1.1 with figure 4.8, one sees that the minima found
from starting at the heuristic starting point τh0 does not lead to the absolute minimum.
More precisely, for N = 4 the random search led to one more optimal solution and for
N = 3 to two more optimal solutions.
Multiple Random Search – Local Search
The result of the last section leads to a further numerical task. It is possible that nearby
the absolute minimum there are other minima which might be found by starting our min-
imising at points nearby τh0. So we define new starting points by
τhr0 = τ
h
0 + α(ρ − 0.5), (4.5)
where ρ = ρ(n) ∈ [0, 1] describes a random noise term implemented as the standard
MATLAB random function, n (here) denotes the absolute number of function evaluations
or the natural time and α ∈ R+ a scalar controlling the random spread. The results of
these calculations are listed in the Appendix at B.1.1 in figure B.5 to B.6.
In summary we have only to discuss the results for N = 3 and N = 4 since the trivial
results for N ≤ 2 are of no interest. Surprisingly the results for N = 3 and N = 4 are
different. For N = 3 the picture is quite unique. First the results in Figure B.8, B.2 and
B.5 suggest that there is a symmetry via the permutation
(0, 1, 2) ←→ (2, 1, 0), (4.6)
since B.2 and B.6 contain numerous minima of both occupations with approximately
equal action as the absolute numerical minimiser. This symmetry was numerically checked
and confirmed. Modulo this symmetry, the best approximation of the minimum was
reached by the local search listed in B.5. Remarkably the global search led to the same
minimum as the local search. But a comparison of the global search B.2 and the local
search listed in B.6 leads to the conclusion that it is a proper heuristic to search near by
τh0.
Although symmetries of the kind of (4.6) will be discussed in more detail later, we meet
this
Definition 4.2: Occupations ω1 and ω2 ∈ −Nn0 are called equivalent if
S (τ, ω1) = S (τ, ω2) (4.7)
for all τ ∈ Rn.
Obviously this defines an equivalence relation and the referring equivalence classes are
referred as the classes of equivalent occupations.
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Figure 4.10: Best minimum for n = 3 and N = 3 (cf.B.6).
For N = 4 the picture is different and at first sight a little bit confusing. The most striking
result for the case N = 4 comparing to N = 3 is that there seems no correspondence
between the global search B.1 and the local search B.5 and B.7 respectively. The minima
of both runs lack an intersection of solutions which likely belong to the same minimum.
The reason for this is likely that the better “resolution” in the location space of the La-
grangian leads to an action, which contains more local minima. Hence at least for n = 3
the numerical task of optimisation is for N = 3 far better to handle as for N = 4.
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ω
Figure 4.11: Best minimum for n = 3 and N = 4 (cf.B.7)
4.3 Enumerations for n = 4
At this point we do not want to put much attention on discussing the results for n = 4. The
calculations we did were the same as for n = 3. Since the calculations at this point only
serve as preliminary work for more sophisticated methods, we only notice the results.
(Detailed data is found in appendix B.2)
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter mainly three results were achieved.
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Figure 4.12: Absolute numerical minimisers according to the methods of this chapter for
n = 4
The first one is that the use of derivatives is not adequate for our problem. One might
think that this is a trivial statement, since the formal nature of the Lagrange density 1.26
does not allow to expect a differentiable function. Nevertheless, even in cases of formally
lack of global differentiability it might be possible to calculate a correct gradient in almost
any regions of the variables. And in special cases using these gradients for optimisation
purposes lead to good results anyhow. But this is not the case in our scenario. The action
is especially in this regions not differentiable, which is important for trajectory oriented
search algorithms. For this reason, the following analysis will not make use of the partial
gradient calculated in this chapter.
The second result is that small systems as considered in this chapter require the introduc-
tion of the lattice factor N and choosing of N ≥ 3. This can be considered as a slight
change of our model. For considerably larger systems as analysed in this chapter, one
should get non trivial results as well for N = 1. The results of subsection 4.2.2 suggest to
choose for the further work N = 3.
The third result is that the existence of non trivial minima could be confirmed for the
system sizes n = 3 and n = 4. For larger systems the method of complete enumeration
will fail due to the exponentially raising numerical effort. Hence for larger systems, we
have to apply more advanced methods.
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Chapter 5
Causal Structure
To evaluate the solutions of any optimisation algorithm we have to understand what they
might look alike if the general hypothesis of this work is right. As mentioned above the
configurations should be in some way similar to the Dirac-sea configuration known from
the continuous case. One aspect of this is to evaluate the causal structure which is given
by
Definition 5.1: The function L(t, r) as defined in (1.26) is called the causal structure
of the configuration (ω, τ).
Note that this definition differs from Definition 1.1, where we used the notion “discrete
causal structure”. It is connected to Definition 1.1 by the fact that
L(t, r) > 0 ⇐⇒ D[A(t, r)] > 0. (5.1)
But the formal notion of Dirac Sea like configurations defined in Chapter 3 does not make
any statement about the causal structure. Hence we have to make some considerations
about causal structures, which are heuristically judged to be Dirac Sea like. The limitation
of this is that the expected solutions from our discrete variational problem should be
similar to corresponding continuous system only for small momenta.
5.1 Varying the System Size
The causal structure of any configuration can easily be plotted as a 2-dimensional graph.
We have to elaborate which properties causal structures of Dirac Sea like configurations
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Figure 5.1: Dirac Sea like configurations for 25 occupied states.
have. For this purpose we have to regard Dirac-Sea like configurations
k ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nk} , ω = −
√
m2 + k2 and (5.2)
k ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nk} , ω =
[
−
√
m2 + k2 + 1
2
]
, (5.3)
whereas [...] denotes the Gauss bracket.
In (5.2) we consider configurations with continuous ω-values (see figure 5.1(a)) and in
(5.3) we consider those with ω on a lattice as well as k (see figure 5.1(b)). In both cases
we set
τi = −atanh
 ki−√m2 + k2i
 . (5.4)
Thus there is no other difference between (5.2) and (5.3) than the discretisation of the
energy values.
The plots of causal structures of a specific configuration in the two cases is shown in figure
5.2 and 5.3. As a common property both configurations show the maximum Lagrange
density at r = 0, with the absolute maximum at t = 0. Further both causal structures
show essential contributions around the hypersurface t = r which approximates the light
cone. A similar structure around the hypersurface t = 2π − r effects from the periodic
boundary conditions. Apart from this, the causal structure of the continuous system can
be regarded as approximately causal, since the Lagrangian vanishes nearly completely in
spacelike regions not affected by the mentioned symmetry.
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Figure 5.2: Causal Structure (logarithmic scale for the value of L(t, r)
(n = 150, m = 30, N = 2).
The second causal structure shows two striking differences: First, there appear contribu-
tions even in a predominant part of the time-like space-time. In this sense, the Lagrangian
of the second system can be called non causal. Secondly, an additional symmetry ap-
pears. The causal structure gets symmetric under reflections at the hypersurface t = π.
Hence the transformations
t −→ t + 2π and
t −→ −t (5.5)
leave the Lagrangian unchanged
The last property might become useful if the numerics of large systems should be en-
hanced.
To get a qualitative understanding of causal structures which might be to expect in the
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Figure 5.3: The same system as in figure 5.2 with the only difference that the ω-value was
rounded to the integer lattice
notion of a confirmation of the main hypothesis of this thesis, we plotted several causal
structures. Figure 5.4 shows a comparison between configurations (5.2) and (5.3) for dif-
ferent system sizes. The results illustrate that it cannot be expected that the non-causal
contributions to the Lagrangian in (5.3) vanish when n → ∞. Figure 5.5 shows configu-
rations of the type (5.3) for different mass parameters and especially for small n. Since
in this thesis we will mainly deal with systems with n ≤ 12, the plots illustrates that
the “causality” of the causal structure for small systems is very hard to judge, since con-
figurations that are derived from continuouse Dirac Sea configurations via rounding do
not show clearly something similar to a light cone. One might object that these causal
structures does not correspond to a minimum of the action, but this is not the point here.
We want to get a notion of discrete configurations which can be considered as discrete
analoga of continuouse Dirac Sea configurations. If minima of discrete configurations
are in some way similar to those analoga, the main hypothesis of this thesis would be
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confirmed. In comparison to figure 5.5, figure 5.6 shows the same systems as figure 5.5
configured randomly.
5.2 Varying the Mass
The first calculation presented in this section only illustrates how the causal structure of
Dirac Sea like discrete configurations as discussed in the last section behave when vary-
ing the mass. Figure 5.8 show configurations with n = 25, N = 3 and different mass
parameters. All these configurations show some kind of causal structure, even though
higher mass parameters seem to distort this structure slightly. On the other hand choosing
higher mass parameters may be considered as focusing on smaller energies. Remark-
ably in this case the portion of spacelike points near r = 0 decline. Further the set of
points contributing to the action and expected to be spacelike raises with raising the mass
parameter.
The second calculation presented in this section discusses a method of analysis which
might inspire a complete new research program beside the program of this work. Thus,
the calculations here are of no systematical nature and aim only on illustrating the idea.
0 5 10 15 20 25
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m
S
N=3
Figure 5.7: S (m)
Assuming that indeed the action principle of the Fermionic Projector as applied in this
work leads to Dirac Sea like minimisers, one could find a way to parametrise sets of
Dirac Sea like configurations and do optimisation on the parameters. In this chapter we
discussed Dirac Sea like configurations parametrised by the mass parameter m, and figure
5.7 shows the graph of S (m) for a system with n = 25, N = 3 and m ∈ [3, 25]. The
action has one minimum quite exactly for m = 10. In the framework of the theory of the
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Fermionic Projector one would actually expect not one but three Dirac Seas according
to the three generations of elementary particles. This would lead to a multidimensional
optimisation program on the action of the Fermionic Projector of such systems.
5.3 Conclusion
This chapter gives a concrete idea of the causal structures, which are to be due if the vari-
ational principle has some physical relevance. It was also made clear that the estimation
of causal structures of small systems will be difficult. Unique results are to be due not
until system sizes n ≈ 50.
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(b) n = 50, m = 20, N = 2, disc.
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(d) n = 100, m = 20, N = 2, disc.
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(f) n = 150, m = 30, N = 2, disc.
Figure 5.4: Causal Structures of Dirac-Sea like configurations
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(f) n = 3, m = 1, N = 3
Figure 5.5: Causal Structures of Dirac-Sea like configurations
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(f) n = 3, m = 1, N = 3
Figure 5.6: Causal Structures of Random Configurations
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Figure 5.8: Causal Structures for Configurations (5.2) with N = 3, n = 25 and different
mass parameters
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Chapter 6
Multiple GPS Search
The calculations discussed in this chapter differ from those in chapter 4 by using the GPS
algorithms for both variables τ and ω. Hence according to chapter 2 we now apply the
MGPS variant of the GPS algorithm. We will also pay attention to the discussion of the
causal structure as introduced in chapter 5. Further we will choose for thr further work
according to Section 4.4 N = 3. We choose the convention for the following work to
declare instead of ω the vector (|ωi|)ni=1.
6.1 n = 3
For the first calculations discussed in this chapter we chose
ω ∈ {0, ..., ωmax}n =: Ω (6.1)
with n = 3 and ωmax = 2. 1000 runs of the standard MGPS algorithm were performed.
The start values were selected randomly
ω0 ∈ Ω and τ0 ∈ [−τmax, τmax] (6.2)
The analysis started by sorting the solutions by the final value of the action. During
this work this will often be a useful tool of analysis. As a result we get a function S (ν)
(1 ≤ ν ≤ νmax) as plotted in figure 6.1. This diagram suggests to classify the solutions by
the value of the action. As charted in figure 6.1 8 domains can be distinguished.
Before we discuss these domains we have to explain another method of displaying the
results from numerous optimisation runs. Let N ⊂ {1, ..., νmax} and τmin belonging to the
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Figure 6.1: S (ν) (n = 3, N = 3, τ0 ∈ [−0.85, 0.85]3 and ω0 ∈ [0, 2]3), 1000 runs.
minimal solution on N, then we define
∆τr(ν) := ‖τmin − τ(ν)‖2‖τmin‖2 (6.3)
as a quantity, which should give information about the variation of an vector τ(ν) from τ(ν˜)
of the relative numerical minimiser S (ν˜) = minν∈N S (ν), and which is normalised in just
a canonical way. A two dimensional plot of the graph (S (ν),∆τr(ν)) will be called a con-
vergence diagram. Naturally convergence diagrams are only a usefull tool for analysing
optimisation results, if the number of optimisation runs is sufficiently high.
Figure 6.6 illustrates some convergence diagrams, which are discussed in detail in the next
paragraph. So far we want to discuss in general the information convergence diagrams
provide. Subfigure (a) of Figure 6.6 charts the convergence result of a whole 1000-run
calculation using GPS, while (b) to (d) chart details of (a). Diagrams (c) and (d) are likely
to belong to numerical minimisers, which approximate the same minimiser. On the one
hand max∆τr ≪ 1 and on the other hand ρ ≫ 0.5, whereas ρ denotes the coefficient
of correlation. In other words the variation of τ throughout the considered numerical
minimisers is small whereas there is a strong correlation between the variation of τ and
the value of the action, which should correspond to real local minimisers. Contrary to
this the case ρ . 0.5 and max∆τr & 1 as in subfigure (a) and (b) should refer to subsets
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N which count numerical minimisers belonging corresponding to more than one local
minimiser. Note that the illustrations 6.1 and 6.6 do not give any information about the
occupations ω(ν).
We now want to discuss the domains labeled in figure 6.1:
(1) This domain (1 ≤ ν ≤ 12) belongs to optimisation endpoints with ω = (1, 0, 2) (see
figure 6.2). The convergence diagram of this domain is shown in figure 6.6 (a).
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Figure 6.2: Numerical Minimiser (ν = 1) with τ = (−1.3967,−1.6998,−0.7858) and
S = 2.6772007e − 08.
(2) This domain contains two plateaus. The lower is highly dominated by occupations
belonging to ω = (0, 1, 2) (see figure 6.3) while the upper is dominated by occupations
belonging to ω = (1, 0, 2). The convergence diagram of the lower plateau is shown in
figure 6.6 (d).
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Figure 6.3: First Numerical Minimisers of the domain (2), ν = 13,
τ = (−0.2908,−1.5439,−1.1258), S = 2.8515584e − 08.
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Figure 6.4: Second Numerical Minimisers of the domain (2), ν = 145,
τ = (−0.475,−1.1758,−1.3994), S = 2.9359701e − 08.
A closer look at figure 6.6 (d) raises the question why quite numerous numerical solu-
tions (end points of an optimisation run due to 4.1) are placed close to a straight line in
the (S ,∆τr)-space. Comparing with figure 4.7 we can qualitatively understand the action
as a sum of a convex differentiable function with the only minimum at τ = 0 and negative
contributions which lower the actions in certain regions of the τ-space in such a way that
in the end we have a steady but non differentiable function. The non-trivial contributions
causes non-trivial minima, which are located in some kind of “canyons”. That is the ac-
tion increases in almost every direction around the minimum fast but only in one or a few
directions slowly. Once reached the bottom of the canyon, it is quite hard for the GPS
algorithm to find improving points, especially near the minimum, as illustrated in figure
6.5. Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the numerical solutions located at the mentioned
lines correspond to end points located in a “canyon” which also contains a minimiser.
As already suggested by figure 4.7 trivial minima seem to have a very good convergence
behaviour thus trivial minima – as seen below – are attained with high precision by the
GPS algorithm. Contrary non-trivial minima have worse convergence behaviour, hence
we get sets of end-points approximating “canyon-like” non trivial minimisers. As a con-
sequence, convergence diagrams focus on the representation of non trivial minima, since
trivial numerical minimisers belonging to the same value of the action even if numerous
should concentrate at one point in the (S (ν),∆τr(ν))-plane.
(3) This domain is still dominated by occupations of the class ω = (1, 0, 2) and also the
τ-values are in the surrounding of these in domain (2) belonging to the same equivalence
class. But the variation of the final τ-values increases considerably, so these solutions
can be considered belonging to runs, which failed to reach the minimiser approximated in
domain (2).
(4) This domain belongs to the trivial minimum with occupations in ω = (1, 0, 2).
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Figure 6.5: Shematic illustration of the action near a minimiser with an incumbent mesh
point and a set of positive spanning mesh points subset of the poll set.
(5) This domain is quite similar to domain (3) also the variety of occupations is much
wider.
Domain (6) and (7) belong again to trivial minima and domain (8) is again similar to
domain (3) and (5).
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Figure 6.6: τr(S ) as defined in (6.3) for different domains.
To sum up: For the considered system there were numerically found three non-trivial min-
ima, all pictured in this subsection. Aside there where also found three trivial minima,
which all have higher action than the non-trivial minima. With the exception of some
solutions with ν / 1000 all final occupations – not only that of the numerical approxima-
tions of the minimisers – are bijective (interpreted as mappings ω : {0, 1, 2} → {0, 1, 2}).
And nevertheless all τi have the same sign. Compared to the combination of complete
enumeration (in the discrete variables) and GPS-search (in the continuous variables) the
method of multiple GPS-searches in both variables works much better. The optimal solu-
tion found by the combined method could not only be reproduced and with respect to the
value of the action be enhanced, but one more optimal numerical minimiser was found.
One could ask why no systems with ωmax > 2 (n = 3) were analysed. There are mainly
two reasons: First, all naively discretised Dirac Seas lie are contained in the class ωmax =
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n − 1. As a consequence of the symmetry
ωi → ωi + ∆ω (6.4)
we can always set ω(1) = 0. It is reasonable not to enlarge the class of varied configura-
tions without any striking reason to keep the numerical afford as small as possible.
For the second reason we have to consider the discrete symmetries concerning the variable
ω. As figured out in figure 6.7 the number of symmetries increases dramatically with
raising n. Note that for this table ωmax = 2n − 1. For combinatorial reasons the numerical
determination of the symmetry classes gets very fast out of reach. Most symmetries are
understood well like the symmetry (6.4) and the symmetry
ωi → −ωi + ∆ω. (6.5)
But as one can see with a look at the example listed in the Appendix B.4 not all symmetries
determined numerically are of the form (6.4) or (6.5). For the purpose of this thesis it is
important to determine if a occupation belongs to a class, which also includes Dirac Sea
like occupations or not. The pure result of an optimisation run is not significant and if the
classes of equivalent occupations of a system is not known a final occupation cannot be
judged, whether it represents a Dirac Sea like occupation or not. Note that the discrete
symmetries in the ω-space makes our definition 3.1 ambiguous. In the further thesis this
notion should be understood in such a way, that we call a occupation, i.e. equivalence
class of occupations Dirac Sea like if it contains a Dirac Sea like pair (ω, τ). Further:
since we want to step forward to more complex systems with n = 5 and n = 6 by a
systematic strategy to consider a fixed class of systems only distinguished by the lattice
size n (see chap. 8 and 9) it is reasonable to concentrate even for n = 3 on a system,
whose enlarged versions are numerically controllable as far as possible.
n ωmax 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 20 22 24 26 28 32 56 Frac.
3 5 4 6 3 3 100 %
4 7 115 89 67 73 54 7 100 %
5 9 360 480 496 1035 240 1050 1020 405 360 120 75 15 89.7 %
Figure 6.7: Number of classes with equivalent occupations (determined numerically) or-
dered by cardinal number. The last column names the fraction of occupations which
belong to classes with higher cardinal number then 1.
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6.2 n = 4
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Figure 6.8: S (ν), (n = 4, N = 3, ωmax = 3)
In contrast to the system discussed above (sec. 6.1) the plot S (ν) (fig. 6.2) does not lead
to a distinct classification into several domains. In fact the different equivalence classes
of the end points (ordered by ν) are much more mixed up. The numerical minimiser is
shown in figure 6.9.
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure 6.9: Numerical Minimiser for n = 4, N = 3, ωmax = 3.
6.3 Conclusion
We have not discussed yet the causal structures of the numerical determined minima of
this chapter. All configurations discussed in this chapter (cf. fig. 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.9)
correspond to causal structures, which qualitatively confirm the general hypothesis of this
thesis. According to chapter 5 the relatively higer values of the Lagrangian in the region
r , 0 of figure 6.9 (case n = 4) can be interpreted in the way that the “mass” of this system
is higher, allthough a strong notion of mass is not a priori given for discrete fermionic
systems. In this chapter there was no analysis done which brought us to the analysis of
larger systems. Instead the new method of MVP was applied to our optimisation problem.
This chapter also shows that it is not trivial to handle the struggles of optimisation for
our problem. Even the transition from n = 3 to n = 4 changes the complexity of the
problem quite considerable. While for n = 3 S (ν) shows clearly the minima as plateaus,
for n = 4 these plateaus vanish mostly, which raises the question, how to judge the quality
of an numerical minimiser, since there has to be done some consideration concerning the
problem of “false minima”, i.e. endpoints of numerical optimisation algorithms, which
has to be considered as failed attempts to archive a minimum.
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Chapter 7
Performance and Quality Comparison
between discretised and relaxed
Search
In the remaining work we will numerically analyse systems with larger n. Since therefore
runtime becomes a critical parameter, we will discuss some profiling results, which help
us selecting the proper optimisation strategy. Particularly we will compare relaxed and
non-relaxed handling of our optimisation problem.
7.1 Performance Comparison
In this section we will discuss the practical issue of runtime concerning the two search
strategies using the GPS MVP algorithm and relaxing the problem and using the GPS
NLP algorithm. The following table shows the comparison of runtimes using the NLP al-
gorithm, the MVP algorithm without EXTENDED SEARCH step and the MVP algorithm
with EXTENDED SEARCH step.
The heuristic idea for relaxing our optimisation problem is to make the problem achiev-
able for NLP algorithms, which usually allow the application of much more powerful
optimisation methods. But most of the advantage of applying usual NLP algorithms get
lost by the fact that the action is not differentiable, so the large class of powerful optimi-
sation methods using derivative information cannot be applied.
For n = 3 to n = 6 (and N = 1) the profiling leads to the result, that relaxation does not
generate a significant profit of numerical performance. Contrariwise the relaxed run often
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took the longest runtime (see figure 7.1)1.
n Method Function Name Calls Total Time
3
MVP mads 100 1404.280 s
ferm proj 4 38089 424.213 s
MVP with ex. Poll mads 100 1371.311 s
ferm proj 4 39178 437.556 s
NLP mads 100 1284.498 s
ferm proj 5 34286 419.638 s
4
MVP mads 100 2282.850 s
ferm proj 4 61963 813.260 s
MVP with ex. Poll mads 100 2624.779 s
ferm proj 4 71539 894.685 s
NLP mads 100 3217.906 s
ferm proj 5 63623 858.592 s
5
MVP mads 100 3451.981 s
ferm proj 4 98213 1301.683 s
VP with ex. Poll mads 100 3394.048 s
ferm proj 4 105438 1275.569 s
NLP mads 100 4866.393 s
ferm proj 5 97317 1471.130 s
6
MVP mads 100 7004.313 s
ferm proj 4 146115 2830.529 s
MVP with ex. Poll mads 100 8111.797 s
ferm proj 4 159538 2808.306 s
NLP mads 100 8976.190 s
ferm proj 5 152753 3127.654 s
Figure 7.1: Profiling data for different methods (n = 3, N = 1, 100 runs)
7.2 Quality Comparison
Runtime optimisation is only one aspect of improving numerical optimisation methods.
Another crucial aspect is the quality of the resulting solutions. To figure out this aspect
1mads is the core optimisation algorithm (without GUI) and ferm proj 4 and
ferm proj 5 are the main function evaluation functions. The starting points were
chosen randomly and for each run separately.
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1000 runs of a system (n = 5, N = 1) were taken out with different variants of the GPS
algorithm. First the problem without relaxation was calculated with the standard MVP
algorithm. Second this algorithm was extended by the EXTENDED POLL STEP. Third
the problem was relaxed and run by the NLP variant of the GPS algorithm. The result was
discretised by rounding, since a systematic search at all corners of the unit cube around
a numerical solution of the relaxed problem would raise the additional numerical cost
exponentially with system size. The results are plotted in figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: S (ν) for different optimisation methods
7.3 Conclusion
Although the results of the relaxed runs are much lower then that of the other methods,
this advantage dissappears with discretisation and the NLP method turns out as the poor-
est and the MVP method with EXTENDED POLL STEP as the best method. This result
still holds for ν = 1 which is not matched properly by the resolutuion of the figure. Nev-
ertheless this result still depends on the randomly chosen starting points as well as the
specific system parameters, expecially the system size. It might be appropriate to reply
this quality check and also the runtime check in the last subsection if considerable differ-
ent systems are analysed. But until further notice the MVP algorithm with EXTENDED
POLL STEP has to be considered as the best choice.
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Chapter 8
Local Search with slowly increasing n
8.1 Preparation
As we have seen above the complexity of the systems raises drastically with increasing n
so that a global understanding even of systems about n = 5 to n = 10 seems out of reach.
The general idea of the calculations in this section is to do the minimisation for some
low n, in our case n = 3, and to use the global numerical optimiser to construct a proper
starting point for a system with one more occupied state. The new starting point is then
used for a local search so that it might be possible to construct local numerical minimisers
starting from a well understood small system.
8.1.1 “Adding a Particle”
To do the transformation n → n + 1 we make the settings
τˆ1 = τ1, τˆn+1 = τn
τˆk =
(
1 − k−1
n
)
τk−1 + k−1n τk for 1 < k < n + 1
and
ωˆ1 =
[
n
n−1 ω1 +
1
2
]
, ωˆn+1 =
[
n
n−1 ωn +
1
2
]
ωˆk =
[
n
n−1
((
1 − k−1
n
)
+ ωk−1 + k−1n ωk
)
+ 12
]
, 1 < k < n + 1
whereas [·] denotes the Gauss brackets, (τ, ω) the absolute numerical minimiser for the
system of size n and (τˆ, ωˆ) the scattering centre for the system of size n + 1.
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It has to be mentioned that this choice of “adding a particle” is only canonical to a certain
point. It’s advantage is that it is unique and conserves the “global shape” of the configura-
tion in some way, since it is similar to scaling a digitalised image to a bigger size. Another
method would be just simply to add a particle at k = n + 1, but then ωn+1 and τn+1 has to
be determined in some way.
8.1.2 The Method of Scattering
For the purpose of local search it is nessesary to find a method to scatter random starting
points around an initial point. In the following we will concentrate on the scattering
process for the τi, regarding that the process is completely analogue for the ωi except the
fact that usually the scattering has to be completed by rounding to the ω-lattice.
All scattering methods which could be implemented have to depend on a numerical ran-
dom functions. These functions can formally described as mappings
N −→ [0, 1]
n 7−→ ρ(N0 + n) (8.1)
whereas n is the actual counting index of the algorithm and N0 is an offset corresponding
to natural time.1 The obvious choice of scattering methods as used in chapter 4 to 6 would
be to choose a range ∆τ and to set
τ(n)i = τ
0
i + (2ρ(n) − 1)∆τ. (8.2)
But this approach has several disadvantages: First the used implementation of the GPS
algorithm requires the discrete and the continuous variables to be bounded, i.e. for the
variables τi
l . ≤ Aτ. ≤ u (8.3)
with the invertible matrix A and the lower and upper boundary vectors l and u . (By the
way we set generally
A = 1 and l = τl

1
...
1
 as well as u = τu

1
...
1
 .) (8.4)
1Naturally ρ has to fullfill some homogeneity condition making it a real random function, e.g.
∀ a, b ∈ [0.1], a < b lim
N→∞
♯ {ρ(n) ∈ (a, b) |n ≤ N}
N
= b − a.
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Due to condition (8.3) the scattering method (8.2) has to be modified in some way near
the boundaries. Second for the purpose of local search and under the condition that the
variational principle is not local it seems to be appropriate not to disturb the global struc-
ture of the initial starting points too much but on the other hand not to be too restrictive in
selecting random starting points. In practice a small value of ∆τ in (8.2) might lead to a
very restricted set of numerical minimisers while a too big value of ∆τ might destroy the
global structure too much. Unlike this two border cases it might be interesting for small
systems only to alter one value τi considerably or only one value ωi. These variations are
not well modelled by method (8.2).
These reasons lead us to another method of scattering around some given pair (τ, ω).
The advantage is that the range of the scattering can very easily be controlled via one
parameter per dimension without getting in conflict with any boundary condition. With
the decision functions
Γ−(n) := 12
(
1 − sign
(
τl + ρ(n)(τu − τl) − τ0
))
(8.5)
and
Γ+(n) := 12
(
1 + sign
(
τl + ρ(n)(τu − τl) − τ0
))
(8.6)
we set
τ(n) = τ0 + Γ−(n) (τl − τ0) exp
(
1 −
(
1 − ρ(n)
τ0−τl
τu−τl
)−α)
+
Γ+(n) (τu − τ0) exp
(
1 −
(
1 − 1−ρ(n)
τu−τ0
τu−τl
)−α)
≡ τ0 + Γ(n)
(8.7)
If we consider Γ not as a function from N→ R but from [0, 1] → R declaring the values
of Γ for all possible random numbers ρ(n) we can easily plot it (see fig. 8.1).
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Figure 8.1: Γ(ρ) for τl = −1.7 and τu = 1.7
Obviously the scattering method is designed in a way that always the full domain of a
variable given by the boundary conditions is covered (see figure 8.1(b)). The degree of
scattering is controlled by the parameter α (see figure 8.1(a)).
8.1.3 Tuning the Scattering Factors αω and ατ
During the calculations it turned out that the optimality of the numerical minimisers might
heavily depend on the proper choice of αω and ατ. To avoid here any arbitrariness we
performed test calculations for n = 5, N = 3 and
αω ∈ {0.2, 0.4, ..., 1} and ατ ∈ {0.2, 0.4, ..., 1} (8.8)
From these calculations the graphs of S (ν) where plotted and qualitatively the “best”
combinations where selected. (See figure 8.2. All plots are found in the appendix B.3.)
We get the result that the numerical minimisers are best for 0.6 ≤ αω ≤ 0.8 and ατ ≤ 0.4.
Hence we will choose in the following calculations αω = 0.7 and ατ = 0.3.
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Figure 8.2: S (ν) for different combinations of αω and ατ
8.2 The Calculations
As above the Calculations in this section will all be performed with the lattice factor
N = 3.
8.2.1 n = 3
Evaluation of the Numerical Minimiser
The calculation done in this section is just similar to that in section 6.1 and it leads to
the same numerical minimiser. This was taken as basis for the further calculations with
slowly increasing n.
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Figure 8.3: Numerical Minimiser for n = 3
The Action around the Numerical Minimiser
To illustrate the qualitative behaviour of the action it is appropriate to consider sections
of the action around the numerical minimiser of this subsection. In figure 8.2.1 graphs of
the function
S (t) = S (ωmin, τmin + tτvar) with t ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. (8.9)
and τvar fulfilling the condition ‖τvar‖2 = 1.
The plots in figure 8.2.1 do not only demonstrate again the non differentiable character of
the action, but also depict the fact that concerning the variations in the τ-space there exist
preferred directions, which contain variations of multiple τ-values. While for the black
plot only τ1 was varied, the green plot shows variations basically of τ1 and τ3, which in
some kind seem to “compensate” each other in some way.
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Figure 8.4: Sections of the action around the numerical minimiser plotted in figure 8.3
8.2.2 n = 4
Since the complexity of the systems increases with raising n the number of optimisation
runs is increased in this whole section via the formula νmax = 1000 (n − 2). Thus starting
from the solution of subsection 6.1 there were first created a starting configuration via the
mechanism described in 8.1.1 and illustrated in figure 8.2.2. The starting points of the
optimisation runs were scattered around this configuration as described in subsection 9.2
with the scattering factors αω = 0.7 and ατ = 0.3 as reasoned in Section 8.2.2
The runs scattered around the starting configuration are referred as the Local Search
whereas a set of runs with also νmax = 2000 was done as in subsection 8.2.1 with global
random reach referred as Global Search.
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Figure 8.5: Runoptimality graphs (S (ν)) for the local and the global search
To discuss the optimisation runs from the numerical point of view we have a look at figure
8.5. The plots show clearly that the Local Search is better for small ν which justifies the
heuristics of local scattering.
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure 8.6: starting configuration for Local Search, n = 4
The numerical minimiser is quite different compared to the starting configuration 8.2.2.
The result for the causal structure is inconclusive compared to the results in chapter 6.
The assertion that the Lagrange density of points, which are spacelike in the continuous
sense (r > t), tend to vanish compared to timelike points cannot be confirmed from the
numerical result. Nevertheless the occupation itself has indeed a Dirac Sea like shape up
to k = 3. After all the best numerical minimiser for n = 4 (see Fig. 8.9) was determined
by a local search starting from the extrapolated start value.
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Figure 8.7: Best numerical minimiser for n = 4
8.2.3 n = 5
In this section three major runs with νmax = 3000 where done. The first one (Local
Search I) was based on the best numerical minimiser according to subsection 8.2.2 and
transformed to the scattering centre calculated via the formulas in subsection 8.1.1. The
second run was a global Search with same νmax.
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Figure 8.8: S (ν)
Allthough the graphs of S (ν) as figured in 8.8 is for Local Search I almost everywhere
better than that one for the global search, just for ν = 1 the Global Search is better than
the local. For this reason there was performed a second local search (Local Search II)
around the numerical minimiser of the Global Search.
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Local Search I
Local Search I did not alter the starting configuration very much as one can see by com-
parison of figures 8.9 and 8.10 one sees that only the state k = 4 alters at all. Comparing
this with the absolute numerical minimiser for n = 4 this result is quite canonical and
affirms the heuristics of the analysis with increasing n handled in this chapter.
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure 8.9: Start Configuration for n = 5, Local Search
Due to our definition the configuration is Dirac Sea like up to k = 3. Comparing the
causal structure of the starting configuration (fig. 8.9) with the numerical minimiser of
Local Search II (fig. 8.10) one sees that qualitatively the contributions in regions r , 0
are decreased. This holds especially near the origin. For r > 3 an approximate linear
structure occurs, similar to a light cone.
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Figure 8.10: Numerical Minimiser for n = 5, Local Search
Global Search
The Global Search led for ν = 1 to one better solution then Local Search I. Nevertheless
the numerical minimiser is in the formal notion Dirac-sea like up to k = 4.
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Figure 8.11: Numerical Minimiser for n = 5, Global Search
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Local Search II
We took the numerical minimiser of Global Search discussed in the last paragraph (see fig.
8.11 ) as the scattering centre of a second local search (Local Search II). The numerical
minimiser found in this run did not alter the result of the last paragraph very much. The
occupation did not change at all, the values τi changed just slightly and the variations in
the causal structures are plotted in figure 8.13. Again the most significant variation occurs
near the origin, especially for r = 0.
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Figure 8.12: Numerical Minimiser for n = 5, Local Search II
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Figure 8.13: Comparison between the causal structures of minimiser 8.11 and 8.12. The
plot shows the logarithm of the absolute of the difference between the causal structure of
8.11 and 8.12 (sign(LI − LII) · log(|LI − LII |))).
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8.2.4 n = 6
We started the calculations for n = 6 with a local search around the scattering centre
calculated from the numerical minimiser plotted in figure 8.10 in the usual manner.
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Figure 8.14: S (ν) for the local search Ia and the global search
A similar finding as for n = 5, but even more distinct, was archived. Again the global
search delivered for small values of ν better results than the local search, whereas for most
values of ν the local search is better.
Local Search Ia
The numerical minimiser found in this local search is Dirac Sea like up to k = 5. The
Lagrangian near the origin was clearly reduced by the optimisation.
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Figure 8.15: n = 6, Start Configuration Local Search I
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Figure 8.16: Numerical Minimiser for n = 6, Local Search I
Local Search Ib
The numerical minimiser found in this local search is Dirac Sea like up to k = 4. Again
the Lagrangian near the origin was clearly reduced, but beyond that the causal structure
of the numerical minimiser has no distinguishable causal structure as exected from naive
discretisations of Dirac Seas.
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Figure 8.17: Start Configuration for n = 6, Local Search
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure 8.18: Numerical Minimiser for n = 6, Local Search
Global Search
The numerical minimiser resulting from a global search is Dirac Sea like up to k ≤ 4 and
for k = 6. The causal structure contains the hint of a light cone. See figure 8.19.
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Figure 8.19: Numerical Minimiser for n = 6, Global Search
We now want to have a closer look on the numerical minimiser of the global search
to get a better understanding of the action. Appendix B.5 lists for ν = 1 and ν = 3
configurations with the same occupation and similar τ-values (naturally respecting the
symmetry −τ ↔ τ). The question arises if ν = 3 is a minimiser of its own or if it
denotes the end point of a run which failed to reach a point more optimal and nearer to
the configuration with ν = 1.
To decide this question numerically we considered the function
[−0.3, 0.3] × [−0.2, 1.2] −→ R
(t1, t2) 7−→ S (τν=1 + t1∆τ⊥ + t2∆τ, ω) (8.10)
with ∆τ = τν=3 − τν=1 and
∆τ⊥ =
((∆τ)2,−(∆τ)1, (∆τ)4,−(∆τ)3, (∆τ)6,−(∆τ)5), (8.11)
which models a cut of the action along two dimensions in the τ-space. The heuristic
idea is that the behaviour in any other direction orthogonal to ∆τ around the origin is
qualitatively just the same as that in direction of ∆τ⊥.
Figure 8.20 shows the resulting graph. Taking into account that ‖τν=3 − τν=1‖2 ≈ 0.4 one
sees that the end configurations for ν = 1 and ν = 3 are in the τ-space contain points which
lay on the bottom of a sharp-edged valley with minimal slope. One sees further that ν = 1
is supposable a real numerical minimiser whereas ν = 3 labels an end point which has to
be considered as a quite poor approximation of the same minimiser. Presumably the same
behaviour can be observed for ν = 2 and ν = 5.
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Figure 8.20: Cut of the action along two dimensions in the τ-space.
This result demonstrates how hard the optimisation in the τ-space might be, which has to
be considered as a result of the lack of differentiability of the action. This situation gives
rise to a new term, which should in some way gives a quantitative understanding of the
quality of numerical minimal solutions.
Definition 8.1: Two Solutions (ω(1), τ(1))) and (ω(2), τ(2))) are called to represent a nu-
merical minimiser relatively qualified up to the ratio µr, if
ω(1) = ω(2) and µr =
‖τ(1) − τ(2)‖2
‖τ0(1) − τ0(2)‖2
. (8.12)
They are called to represent a numerical minimiser absolutely qualified up to the ratio µa,
if
ω(1) = ω(2) and µa =
‖τ(1) − τ(2)‖2√
n
. (8.13)
In this notion the solutions ν = 1 and ν = 3 represent numerical minimisers up to µr =
9.8% and µa = 0.16.
As an addition to the last sections we list the values of µr and µa for 3 ≤ n ≤ 5. as well
(see fig. 8.21). Remarkably the numerical minimiser for n = 3 is much better qualified
than that for n ≥ 4. The results in the next subsection together with fig. 8.21 indicate
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clearly that the quality of the minima attained by our optimisation algorithm gets rapidly
worse with increasing n.
n 3 4 5
(ν1, ν2) (1,2) (1,2) (1,2)
µr 0.61% 5.8% 3.5%
µa 0.0074 0.0568 0.014
Figure 8.21: µr and µa for the best numerical minimisers with 1 ≤ n ≤ 5.
Local Search II
Since the numerical minimiser from the global search in the last section was the best
minimiser achieved for n = 6 another local run was performed starting from this min-
imiser, which lead to more optimal solutions. But the result just illustrates the mess of
our optimisation problem even for system size n = 6.
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Figure 8.22: Numerical Minimiser for n = 6, Local Search II
ν τ S
1 [-0.2788;-0.2229;-0.7604;-0.7118;-2.1722;-0.757] 4.9410e-07
2 [-0.1222;-0.1259;-1.1628;-0.711;-2.1314;-0.7184] 4.9434e-07
3 [-0.0966;-0.2287;-1.0407;-0.7118;-2.1627;-0.6757] 4.9581e-07
4 [-0.5008;-0.5775;-1.0666;-0.7118;-2.1045;-0.757] 4.9620e-07
5 [-0.517;-0.5731;-1.1609;-0.607;-2.1108;-0.7546] 4.9634e-07
Figure 8.23: First 5 Solutions, which all have the same value of ω.
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Figure 8.22 shows the numerical minimiser and figure 8.23 lists additionally the following
four solutions with the same occupation as ν = 1. Judging the quality of the solutions we
have a look at figure 8.24, which lists all possible combinations of pairs of ν according to
8.23 and the corresponding values of µr and µa.
ν1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4
ν2 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 4 5 5
µr 81 % 184 % 175% 27% 34% 90 % 28% 165% 27% 6.7 %
µa 0.18 0.14 0.21 0.24 0.069 0.24 0.25 0.22 0.23 0.058
Figure 8.24: µa and µr for all combinations 1 ≤ ν ≤ 5 according to figure 8.23
First the solutions ν = 4 and ν = 5 represent clearly the best qualified relative numerical
minimiser, followed by the solutions with ν = 2 and ν = 3. But although a value of
µa = 0.024 might seem quite small it is nevertheless large compared to the breaking
condition ∆τi = 1e−05 used throughout all calculations so far. That illustrates again how
hard the optimisation is especially in the τ-space.
8.3 Considering the Runtime
To back further strategic decisions the final calculation in this chapter discussed here
concerns the runtime of a single optimisation run. For this purpose the total runtime of
the function mads – the core optimisation algorithm of the NOMADm software – was
profiled for different system sizes n. As starting values the configuration
τi = −0.1(i − 1) and ωi = 0 ∀i (8.14)
was chosen.
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Figure 8.25: Total Runtime for a single MADS run, 2 ≤ n ≤ 6.
Figure 8.25 shows the dramatic increase of the numerical cost depending on n. Even
increasing the system by only one “particle” (n = 5 → n = 6) doubles the numerical
effort.
8.4 Conclusion
The calculations analysed in this chapter show how numerical minimisers can be calcu-
lated and with which restrictions this is attached. First of all the lack of global differen-
tiability only allow to apply the GPS algorithm in a way which is in some kind on one
level with heuristic search algorithms like Genetic Programming or Simulated Annealing.
The wide range of problems capable for such algorithms is paid by the cost that these
algorithms have in general a bad performance compared to methods, that make successful
use of derivatives. Hence it is plausible that relaxing the problem in the ω-space does not
give any advantage, as was confirmed numerically.
Second it turned out that for system sizes analysed in this chapter the optimisation in the τ-
space is much harder than in the ω-space. This has to be seen as a result of the sharp-edged
canyons of the action as illustrated in figure 8.20. Nevertheless all numerical minimisers
found by the calculations discussed in this chapter are Dirac Sea like up to a certain value
of k in the sense of our quite weak operationalisation of this term in definition 3.1. Beside
this operationalisation we want also add some remarks according to our qualitative term
of “Dirac Sea like”. In general the system with n = 3 delivered a causal structure which
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come closest to the expectations from the continuous theory. It is likely that the reason
for this is the outstanding quality of the best numerical minimiser of this size compared
to the systems with n > 3. Further every optimisation run reduced the Lagrangian near
the origin. These results confirm the general hypothesis of this thesis.
On the other hand there was no systematic way found to archive highly qualified minima
with the general system size n based on numerical minimisers for systems of size n − 1.
If global searches deliver better results or local searches based on heuristic scattering
centres is not clearly determined. There might be other methods doing the “induction
step” n → n+1 of producing scattering centres, which deliver better results than archived
so far. This might be a task for further research.
The consideration of the runtime in Section 8.25 showed that the runtime of our imple-
mentation of the GPS algorithm increases dramatically with the system size. This clearly
limited the numerical analysis of systems in our model to quite small system sizes. It
should also mentioned that for all systems analysed in this chapter the equivalence classes
mentioned in chapter 4 were determined numerically. Thus each Configuration plotted in
this section represents actually a class of Configurations due to the symmetry according
to the mentioned equivalence classes as well as to the other symmetries of our model.
It has to be made clear that the knowledge of the symmetry classes is essential for the
analysis of the optimisation data, since it is necessary for the determination of the quality
of minimisation solutions, at least in the case of global search. The numerical cost of
the calculation of the equivalence classes increases even more rapidly as the optimisation
itself, which also constitutes a hard barrier of numerical cost explosion. Since it is due
that the transformation n → n + 1 does not preserve the discrete ω-symmetry there was
selected manually one element of the equivalence class to perform this transformation.
Naturally the selected occupation should match our qualitative term of “Dirac Sea like”
as much as possible.
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Chapter 9
Local Search with fast increasing n
In this chapter we modify the program of the last chapter in a way to treat bigger systems
with n & 10. As figured out in chapter 5 causal structures of naively discretised systems
are hard to judge for small systems. Thus it is of interest to find a way to treat larger
systems. The general idea is not to increase n by the transition n → n + 1 but by the
transition n → 2n. The heuristic concept is that systems of size n can be regarded as
canonical simplifications or kind of approximations of systems of size 2n.
9.1 Preparation
Explicitly we will do the transformation by setting
τˆk = τn, ωˆk = 2ωn, for 2n − 2 < k ≤ 2n (9.1)
with (ω, τ) the absolute numerical minimiser of a system with size n and (ωˆ, τˆ) the scatter-
ing centre for a local search at system size 2n. As one clearly sees from the performance
check done in chapter 7 the number of optimisation runs νmax has to be decreased with
raising n. This weakens the evidence or every archived result. Obviously in this pro-
gramme the demand of finding absolute minima has to be given up. It has to be weakened
for larger systems by the demand of finding local minima with Dirac Sea like configura-
tions and quite possibly causal structures according to that.
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9.2 The calculations
The calculations done in this section aim on constructing start values and doing minimi-
sation of systems with size 2n from numerical minimisers from systems with size n. First
this is done by starting with the best numerical minimiser for n = 3 to deal with the case
n = 6. Secondly we will take the result as well as all numerical minimisers with n = 6
from the last chapter to create start values for n = 12. Beside this we will also construct
some heuristic start values based on the considerations made in chapter 5. All these cal-
culations are done with νmax = 10 and will lead to a number of numerical minimisers for
n = 12. By comparing the action we then will take the best configuration as the basis for
a more extensive search with νmax = 200.
9.2.1 Extrapolated Start Values
n=6
First the numerical minimiser taken from subsection 8.2.1 for n = 3 was transformed to a
start value for n = 6. The resulting numerical minimiser is plotted at figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: n = 6, End configuration n = 6
n=12 – 1
The numerical minimiser plotted in figure 9.1 was now extrapolated to a start value for
n = 12 (see figure 9.2).
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Figure 9.2: n = 12, Starting point with Configuration I
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Figure 9.3: n = 12, Numerical minimiser with start configuration I
To judge these results we do not have to compare only the final value of the action with
those of other numerical minimisers, but we have also to consider the variation in the ω-
space. This run was done with αω = 0.8, so the difference between the start configuration
figured in 9.2 and the end configuration 9.3 not only results from the variation in the ω-
space done by the GPS algorithm but also from the initial scatterinc process described in
Section 9.3.
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To get a better term of these different variations in the ω-space, we consider the quantity
∆˜ωa,b :=
‖ωa − ωb‖1
n
, (9.2)
with a, b denoting arbitrary indices. If ω0 denotes the scattering centre, ωs the start occu-
pation determined by the scattering and ωe the end occupation of a run, we determined
10
12
≤ ∆˜ωs,e ≤ 2412 and
13
12
≤ ∆˜ω0,s ≤ 4312 . (9.3)
This illustrates that in our specific case the variation in the ω-space caused by the scat-
tering process is up to the factor about 2 greater than the variation caused by the GPS
algorithm.
The numerical minimiser itself does not allow to draw far-reaching conclusions. The
minimiser is not formally Dirac Sea like for k ≤ 6 and thus does not confirm the gen-
eral hypothesis of this thesis. The minimiser might be interpreted in such way that the
occupied states tend to form configuration with states on more or less straight but not
horizontal lines.
n = 12 – 3
The next scattering centre was extrapolated from configuration plotted at figure 8.19.
Since the variation of ω in the last section where dominated by the scattering process, we
now decrease αω and performed runs with αω = 0.5 and αω = 0.2. (A further run labeled
by n = 12 − 2, which used a scattering centre extrapolated from the configuration plotted
in figure 8.18 resulted in a less optimal numerical minimiser and is listed in Appendix
B.6.) The runs with αω = 0.2 lead to a more optimal solution (labelled n = 12 – 3, see
figure 9.4 and 9.5).
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Figure 9.4: n = 12
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Figure 9.5: n = 12 , Numerical minimiser
The numerical minimiser confirms convincingly the general hypothesis of this thesis. The
configuration of the numerical minimiser is Dirac Sea like in our formal term up to k = 8
but moreover fits very clearly the heuristic expectation of Dirac Sea like configurations.
Comparing the start configuration with the numerical minimiser one sees that from the raw
approximation of a Dirac Sea like configuration resulted from the extrapolation process,
the minimising process lead to a quite better approximation of a continuous Dirac Sea
in the ω-space. In this note the action principle stabilises Dirac Sea like configurations
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while increasing the system size. Further more the causal structure evidences some kind
of causality expected from the naively discretised Dirac Seas.
9.2.2 Dirac Sea like Start Values
The calculations done in this subsection used a different heuristic in choosing the scatter-
ing centres of the minimisation runs. We now set up the naive Dirac Sea like configura-
tions as analysed in chapter 5 as scattering centres for the optimisation runs. Therefore
the mass parameters m ∈ {2, 3, 5} where used. (Only the results for m = 2 are displayed
here, while the others are listed in Appendix B.6.1.)
m = 2
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Figure 9.6: n = 12, Start configuration m = 2
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Figure 9.7: n = 12, End configuration m = 2
The result of the minimising series for m = 2 just show that the starting configuration is
changed in an unsystematic way. There seems to be a vague tendency to increase ωi and τi
for small values of k and to decrease ωi and τi for large values of k. The same qualitative
result was archived for m ∈ {3, 5}.
9.3 Interim Result
In this section we want to discuss the best calculations so far. Figure 9.8 gives an overview
listing the minimisation series and the final value of the action.
Start Value S best Sol.
n = 12, 1 1.2336e − 05
n = 12, 2 1.2149e − 05
n = 12, 3 1.1231e − 05
m = 2 1.2742e − 05
m = 3 1.3236e − 05
m = 6 1.3068e − 05
Figure 9.8: Comparison of minimisation series of this chapter
Clearly the results got from the “extrapolation heuristics” are better than that from the
“naive Dirac heuristics”. The latter one might be advanced by starting from the minimal
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configuration resulting from varying m over the resulting naively discretised Dirac Sea
configurations analysed in 5.2. But within this work we did not follow this path, since
the “extrapolation heuristics” delivered quite satisfying results. Instead we did one more
minimising series increasing νmax from 10 to 200. starting from the start value “n = 12, 3”.
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Figure 9.9: Absolute numerical minimiser for N = 3, n = 12, νmax = 200
9.4 Using Advanced Search Steps
The calculations so far were done within the framework of the GPS alogrithm without
making use of any SEARCH strategy. This is consistent with the GPS algorithm, because
at this the SEARCH step can always be empty. In this case the GPS algorithm performs
basically a local search upon the continuous variables. For systems with a systemsize
about n = 5 this is of no relevance since the variation in the ω during the minimisation is
great enough to ensure a satisfying variation.
9.4.1 Global Search for n = 12
In this subsection we will discuss a global minimising series with νmax = 200, which has
a double purpose. First we want to see if there can be made any advantage concerning
the variation in the ω-space. Since we have seen that the GPS algorithm with empty
SEARCH step only provides a rather local search in the τ-space, it might be desirable to
make methods of more global optimisation available. Originally it was planed to make
a comparison between different SEARCH strategies. Unfortunately it turned out that in
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the NOMADm software these features are quite buggy implemented. Hence it was only
possible to execute a minimising series including a Generic Search strategy.1
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Figure 9.10: Starting point for ν = 1, n = 12, νmax = 200, Global Search
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Figure 9.11: Numerical Minimiser for n = 12, νmax = 200, Global Search
As in subsection 9.2.1 we have to discuss the variation in the ω space. Since a global
1the exact settings where:
Initial Search: 5-pt. Genetic Algorithm (2)
Search: 5-pt. Genetic Algorithm (2)
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search does not incorporate a scattering process around a scattering centre, we have only
to discuss the quantity ∆˜ω0,e. We found
1
12
≤ ∆˜ω0,e ≤ 2612 (9.4)
and the average for 1 ≤ ν ≤ 200
¯
∆˜ω0,e =
10.67
12
. (9.5)
That means that the variation in the ω-space is still low, by average approximately 1 per
dimension. A closer look to the run history shows that the variation in the ω-space takes
place mainly at the beginning of the run. Hence there might be some “pinning effect”, i.e.
during the optimisation process τ reaches for a specific value of ω or even for a quite small
class of ω-values a value that forecloses larger variations in the ω-space. In other words
the algorithm would have to change ω considerably and simultaneously τ in a way heavily
depending on the new ω-value. Since there is no unique term of “minimum” concerning
discrete variables, this can also be regarded as a usual problem concerning optimisation,
that is the existence of numerous local minima, which catch the run of the algorithm.
It has to be mentioned that the problem of low variation does not occur concerning the
variation of τ. The numerical minimiser plotted in figure 9.11 shows very clearly that
the qualitative result observed constantly throughout the minimisation series of this thesis
still endures. The action principle forces the components of τ to have the same sign and
the absolute value of τi tends to increase with raising k.
Although the calculations of this subsection seem not very successful in putting evidence
to the main hypothesis of this thesis, there is one result, which does: The action of the
numerical minimiser discussed here takes the value
S endν=1 = 1.1681e − 05 (9.6)
which is worse than the result above for the run “n = 12 − 3”. This is quite striking, since
the result at “n = 12 − 3” was archived with νmax = 10, 20 times less than νmax for the
global search considered here.
9.5 Conclusion
The calculations done in this chapter are mainly devoted to systems with n = 12. In
consideration of the general technical framework of this work it seems not appropriate
to step further to systems with n = 24. Systems of this size would be capable within a
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more effective numerical architecture by making heavily use of parallelisation and highly
performant computers.
Further more the best numerical minimisers resulting from the local search matches quite
clearly the general hypothesis of this thesis (see fig. 9.5 and 9.9). Qualitatively as well
as formally this numerical minimisers can be considered as Dirac Sea like configurations
(formally up to k = 8 and k = 5 respectively with kmax = 12). The numerical strategy lead-
ing to these configurations does not include any arbitrary restriction to the configuration
space expect those figured out in chapter 4 and 6. On this note the numerical minimiser
plotted in figure 9.9 can be regarded as the global numerical minimiser over all calcula-
tions done so far for n = 12. Notably this solution also holds the assumed characteristic
that the Dirac Sea like behaviour only appears for small values of k.
We want to close this conclusion with a quite intuitive consideration. Heuristically there
are three qualitative properties classifying a configuration to be Dirac Sea like, if they
show for small k the following characteristics
(a) ω should take a value that form a kind of mass hyperbola
(b) The components of τ have the same sign and the absolute value increases approxi-
mately monotone.
(c) The causal structure is in some way similar to that obtained from naively discretised
Dirac Seas, i.e there should be some kind of “light cone”. At least near the origin
the Lagrangian of space like points of the space time should vanish.
The general experience during all the minimisation series was that it is hard to fullfill
all three requirements in the same way. Often a local search leads to a better match
of one requirement by loosing some quality in the term of another requirement. For
instance comparing the numerical minimiser plotted in figure 9.5 and 9.9 one sees that
the minimiser 9.5 is better according to requirement (a) and 9.9 is better according to
requirement (b).
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Chapter 10
Discussion and Conclusion
10.1 Discussion of the main Assumption of this The-
sis
The numerous calculations presented in this work produce formidable evidence, that the
principle of the Fermionic Projector describes systems of physical relevance. They also
illustrate that there is no straight forward way to find the relevant numerical minimisers.
But when they are found, they have likely quite interesting properties:
(a) The widest numerical basis was found for the tendency caused by the action princi-
ple first to level the sign of the components τi and second to make |τi| to be mono-
tone increasing. This very solid result opposites the result that in the τ-space the
optimisation near a promising candidate of a global numerical minimiser is very
hard to perform. This has to be seen as a direct result of the lack of differentiability
of the considered action.
(b) Concerning the occupation ω various symmetries where found. These symmetries
are classes of (ωi)i∈Λ with S (ωi, τ) = S (ω j, τ) for all τ ∈ Rn. Some of these sym-
metries are well understood theoretically, some not.
(c) There are Dirac Sea like minimisers, which are “stable” under extrapolation pro-
cesses. That is a Dirac Sea like minimiser can be extrapolated to a system of larger
size, taken as the scattering centre of a local search, which results in a numeri-
cal minimiser, which is Dirac Sea like as well. Especially the minimising process
enhances the Dirac Sea like properties in some way.
(d) Heuristics as mentioned in (c) which aim on step forward from small systems to
larger ones are especially successfull in the case of the transformation n = 6 → n =
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12. Although a extensive global search was performed (νmax = 200) the far less
extensive local search led to a more optimal solution.
Beside this results, which confirm our main hypothesis of this thesis, we want to mention
the aspects of our analysis, which turned out to be problematic:
(a) Generally it has turned out that it does not lead to any satisfying result, if large sys-
tems are analysed without a solid understanding of the corresponding systems of
smaler size. The reason why we increase the system size n very carefully through-
out this work is, that we made quite a lot of bad experiences in stepping too fast
forward to relatively large systems. These calculations are not discussed in this
thesis.
(b) The lack of differentiability of the action is not a fact a priori given to our problem.
The occurrence of absolute values in (1.26) reasons the possibility that the action
is not differentiable, but does not prove it. Hence the action was assumed not to be
differentiable due to the failure of gradient oriented optimisation algorithms.
(c) The analysis of small systems is complicated by the fact that for such systems the
evaluation of the Lagrangian L(t, r) is done on a relative coarse lattice. By the rea-
son of the special r-dependency ofL(t, r) and the resulting domination of the action
by the contributionL(0, 0) sufficiently small systems only have trivial minima. This
difficulty was overcome by considering larger lattices and configurations which are
for higher momentum empty. This correspondends formally with the introduction
of the lattice factor N.
(d) Another challenge comes along with the exponential raise of combinatorial com-
plexity concerning ω and the discrete symmetries attached to ω. The very problem,
that these symmetries could it make impossible to decide, whether a occupation ω
represents a Dirac Sea like occupation, can be handled for small systems (in our
work n ≤ 6) by a numerical determination of the according equivalence classes. To
keep the numerical effort in a manageable scale, the restriction ωmax = k − 1 was
met.
10.2 Further Research
10.2.1 Ideas for future Research Programs
During the finishing of this thesis thesis several ideas emerged, which lead to research
programs beyond the scope of this work. Many of these ideas concern numerical tasks
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which should be done before putting the problem towards extensive methods of high per-
formance computing.1 The reason is that huge numerical jobs usually take quite a lot of
time, hence in the forefront of this it should be very clear which methods are most promis-
ing. In this section we just want to list these ideas without a detailed discussion on how
sustainable these ideas are. They are just mentioned to give possibly further researchers
some inspiration on following our work.
(a) The programming done for this thesis still offers potential for enhancing the numer-
ics. Beside the technical issues discussed in subsection 10.2.2 it is recommendable
to use the symmetry of the causal structure discussed in chapter 7 to speed up the
numerics. The profiling done in 5 showed that the function performing the GPS
algorithm (mads) takes about 23 of the calculation time, whereas the function evalu-
ation only takes about 13 . Hence unfortunately the effect of speeding up the function
evaluation is weakened by the algorithmic framework of the optimisation routine.
(b) It has turned out in this thesis that it is no trivial task to find non trivial minima
for fermionic systems described in the model developed in chapter 1. To archive
satisfying results it was essentially first to introduce the lattice factor N and the
boundary ωmax and second to make a proper choice of this quantities. Throughout
this thesis there was mainly used the settings N = 3 and ωmax = kmax − 1. These
settings are motivated phenomenological. This has to be considered in further com-
putations. For instance large systems should be also analysed with N = 2 or even
N = 1, since the last setting is equal to the original setting of our model. Further
lower values of N should result in a better computational performance.
(c) The Configuration of Dirac Sea like numerical minimisers suggest to analyse set-
tings with kmax − 1 < ωmax < 2kmax − 1. But it has to be respected the fact that
increasing ωmax always comes along with a rapid increasing of numerical complex-
ity in the ω-space. This was the reason why systems with ωmax = 2kmax − 1 were
left beside during the numerical analysis of this thesis.
(d) The lack of differentiability turned out to be the worst handicap for the optimisa-
tion. Since the action is differentiable in the largest part of the configuration space,
it might be useful to modify the action in a way that it becomes differentiable every-
where. In contrast that in the analysis of this thesis relaxation was not adequate it
would then make sense to relax the action and make use of minimising methods us-
ing derivatives. This should lead to a considerable acceleration of the optimisation
process.
(e) Since there exist three generations of elementary particles, one should generally
aim on the analysis of systems with three Dirac Seas instead of one as in this work.
Clearly this could only be managed reasonable in larger systems, supposably n &
1Parallelisation, profiling and using high performance computer clusters.
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20. At the time systems of such size are not under control numerically. Hence
handling multiple Dirac Seas in one system has to be considered as a long term
aim. Until this is reachable one has to enlarge the size n of systems, which allow a
certain way in finding qualified minima.
(f) For larger systems the framework of the GPS algorithm turned out to deliver quite
local searches in the ω-space, even in the case where the SEARCH step was non
empty but done by a Genetic Algorithm. Before considering larger systems one
should keep an eye on further heuristic optimisation algorithms as discussed in
chapter 2. For instance one should ask if a global search should be started by Sim-
ulated Annealing and finished by GPS. Since Simulated Annealing should escape
local minima especially far away from any promising candidate of a global mini-
mum, it might make the minimising series more global. Further since Simulated
Annealing usually performes very badly near a promising candidate of a global
minimum, GPS could compensate this disadvantage. To overcome the mess of op-
timisation in the ω-space concerning the “sharp-edged canyons” one should reflect
on using some kind of “tabu search”. That is that the search direction which lead to
a better solution is used in the next step either to “forbid” searches in the opposite
direction or to determine a preferred search direction.
(g) The GPS implementation NOMADm offers the opportunity to use surrogate func-
tions to enhance the minimisation performance. Surrogate functions are functions
depending on a set {(xi, S (xi)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ imax}, with (xi) a series of points in the
configuration space and (S i) a corresponding series of acion values. They have to
be considered in some way as “replacements” of the original function, which can be
calculated much faster and minimised by standard methods easily. Since the num-
ber imax increases during the optimisation process the algorithm defines a series of
surrogates. These series are not intended to converge pointwise against the original
action function but to do so for one minimiser, modulo a constant offset. The gen-
eral process to archive this (in a numerical sense) is to alter the steps of updating
the surrogate with points (xi, S (xi)) calculated from the original action function and
minimising the actual surrogate. There is numerical experience that the combina-
tion of using surrogates with the GPS algorithm is quite successfull.
Unfortunately the use of surrogates is mainly resticted to pure continuous problems
or problems, which have only a very limited dependence on discrete variables (see
[SRI]). The reason is that surrogates usually are calculated for each combination of
discrete variables separately. Here is the point where in contrast to the numerical
analysis of this work the use of relaxation could make a real advantage. Since NO-
MADm offers several methods of using derivatives a series of minimisation runs
should performed testing these methods and comparing the archived optimality as
well as the performance.
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10.2.2 Technical issues
This section is of no theoretical interest. It summarises some important technical issues,
which might be important in the case that this work will be continued by others. Doing
numerics generally offers two important tasks. In military terms this topics can be called
the topic of tactic and the topic of strategy. The strategical topic is to find one way to solve
the numerical problem. The tactical topic is to find the best way. In this terminology this
work deals mainly with strategical problems. The numerical problem handled in this work
was not analysed before so we had to solve the general problem to find a viable strategy
to find solutions at all, not primarily to find these solutions in the best way.
In this spirit it was consequent to use an interpreted programming language as MATLAB,
since the programming and debugging process is much more transparent and faster than
using compiled languages as C or FORTRAN. This advantage is paid by the the price of
lower performance. But for small systems the runtime of the calculations is not the critical
factor. One major disadvantage of MATLAB is the fact that it is a proprietary product.
This brings along some annoying handicaps. The most fatal one is the lack of good
parallelisation options. Though there exist some parallelisation solution from third-party
developers, they all require multiple MATLAB licenses, which either raises the financial
costs dramatically or offers only a moderate advantage of calculating capacity. If the tasks
of this work will be handled from the tactical point of view, this restriction of MATLAB
should be taken into account. Maybe further versions of MATLAB will be more capable
for parallelisation tasks, but there are commercial reasons not to implement these features
very well.
But the choice of the programming language not only depends on features of the lan-
guages but also on the availability of optimisation programming packages. MINLP prob-
lems are quite hard to handle numerically so it is not to be recommended to start im-
plementing methods from scratch. MINLP problems are in practice usually treated with
advanced programm packages and usually these packages like GAMS are not free. By
the time of general design decision the MATLAB tool NOMADm was the only free soft-
ware package capable of MVP and MINLP problems, so that in practice there was no
alternative to MATLAB, since NOMADm is written in this language.
Apart from this it would be worth to be considered to continue studying the problem of
this work within another programming framework. For instance using C for the function
evaluation and PYTHON for the analysing overhead would combine the advantages of
using an interpreted language at higher level and a fast language for the basic numeri-
cal work (see [PY3]). There are a lot of free scientific and graphic libraries written in
PYTHON (see [PY2]), which should be able to replace the functionality of MATLAB.
This strategy would be consistent with our experience that during the further progress of
our work the function evaluation was nearly not changed at all, so it can be easily put into
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a “black box” of a C function which can be executed by PYTHON scripts. And in the
end: PYTHON offers full parallelisation options (see [PY1]).
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Calculating the Formal Gradient in
the τ-subspace
To apply any derivative method to the minimisation problem one has to calculate the
gradient. Allthough the action has to be considered as not differentiable we note here the
deduction of a formal gradient, which might be usefull for some topics of further research
as mentioned in subsection 10.2.1. We first will glance to the more general case following
the deductions given in Chapter 5.2 of [FIN2]. Then we will come to our special problem
and deduce the formulas used in our programming.
The two point action in the general case is given by
S =
∑
x,y∈M
L[P(x, y)P(y, x) (A.1)
With Axy = P(x, y)P(y, x) as in (1.5) we define the gradient M of A as
M[A] =
(
M[Axy]αβ
)4
α,β=1
=
(
∂L[A]
∂ Aβα
)4
α,β=1
(A.2)
and obtain for the variation of L (with ”Tr” denoting the trace of 4 × 4 matrices)
δL[A] =
4∑
α,β=1
M[Aαβ ] δAβα = Tr(M δAxy) (A.3)
Summing up over x and y leads to the variation of the action
δS =
∑
x,y∈M
δL[Axy] =
∑
x,y∈M
Tr(M δAxy) (A.4)
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We now substitute δA by
δAxy = δP(x, y) P(y, x) + P(x, y) δP(y, x) (A.5)
and use the symmetry of x ↔ y as well as the fact that the trace is cyclic to obtain
δS = 4
∑
x,y∈M
Tr(Q(x, y) δP(y, x) (A.6)
with
Q(x, y) = 1
4
(
M[Axy]P(x, y) + P(x, y)M[Ayx]
)
. (A.7)
It is proofed in 5.2 of [FIN2] that (A.7) can be simplified to
Q(x, y) = 1
2
(
M[Axy]P(x, y)
)
. (A.8)
From this the components of the gradient can be obtained via
δP(y, x) = ∂ P(y, x)
∂ τi
δτi (A.9)
to be
(∇L)i = 4
∑
x,y∈M
Tr
(
Q(x, y) ∂P(x, y)
∂τi
)
(A.10)
The partial derivative with respect to τi can be calculated similar as the (transformed)
scalar components of P(x, y) φ, vk, vω. But numerically one gets this calculation much
cheaper, since all summands of the numerical integration, which do not depend on τi,
vanish. For the one occupied state which depend on τi there has just to be carried out an
replacement sinh(τi) ↔ cosh(τi).
The straight forward way to calculate the matrix M[Axy] would be to express the action
in terms of the matrix elements (ai j) = A. For this it is necessary to choose a basis in
the Algebra of the Dirac-Matrices. By taking the standard choice, it can be proofed for
instance that the Eigenvalues λ+ and λ− can be expressed in the way
λ± =
1
2
(a11 + a33) ±
√
1
4
(a11 − a33)2 + a32a23 − a24a31 (A.11)
Since L[A] is given by the eigenvalues, it is now possible to determine some of it’s partial
derivatives. But one problem in this account is that the other partial derivatives do not
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necessarily vanish, because the representation (A.11) is not unique. Thus one has to
figure out relations between all coefficients (ai j) and this is quite pedestrian.
In general there is a much more elegant account to this problem. Since the eigenvalues
λ± occur either in complex conjughated or in real but positive pairs, the Lagrange-density
L(xˆ) = (|λ+| − |λ−|)2 vanishes in the complex conjugated case. Otherwise it’s just the
sum of the eigenvalues and thus identically to the trace. So we can express the Lagrange
density in the proper region by
L(xˆ) = Tr
(
A2
)
− 1
4
Tr(A) 11. (A.12)
From this we get
δL(xˆ) = 2 Tr(A δA) − 1
2
Tr(A) Tr(δA) (A.13)
= 2 Tr
((
A − 1
4
Tr(A) 11
)
δA
)
. (A.14)
Comparing this with (A.3) we conclude that
M[A] =
(
A − 1
4
Tr(A)
)
(A.15)
and in our special case of the Lagrangian (1.26) with (1.25)
M[A] = 2ℜ (φv¯ω) γ0 + 2ℜ
(
φ ¯Vk
)
γk + 2ℑ
(
v¯ω ¯Vk
)
γ0γk. (A.16)
But if we want to use the symmetries to eliminate redundant calculations by integrating
just over positive values of t, we cannot use formula (A.8), since it is not clear how the
substitution (A.5) interchanges an appropriate constriction of our set M. If we put aside
the general considerations and just focus on the formula (1.26) and using the properties
of the eigenvalues we conclude that in the proper region (of not vanishing lagrangian) we
have
L = (|λ+| − |λ−|)2 = 16
[
ℜ2 (φv¯ω) −ℜ2 (φv¯k) − ℑ2 (vωv¯ω)
]
= 16
[(ℜ(φ)ℜ(vω) + ℑ(φ)ℑ(vω))2 − (ℜ(φ)ℜ(vk) + ℑ(φ)ℑ(vk))2 −(ℑ(vω)ℜ(vk) −ℜ(vω)ℑ(vk))2] . (A.17)
We consider now by using the fact that φ=const that
dL
dτi
=
∂L
∂ℜ(vk)
∂ℜ(vk)
∂τi
+
∂L
∂ℑ(vk)
∂ℑ(vk)
∂τi
+
∂L
∂ℜ(vω)
∂ℜ(vω)
∂τi
+
∂L
∂ℑ(vω)
∂ℑ(vω)
∂τi
, (A.18)
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and thus after a short calculation
dL
dτi
= 16
[
− 2ℜ(φv¯k)ℜ(φ) ∂ℜ(vk)
∂τi
− 2ℑ(vωv¯k)ℑ(vω) ∂ℜ(vk)
∂τi
− 2ℜ(φv¯k)ℑ(φ) ∂ℑ(vk)
∂τi
+ 2ℑ(vωv¯k)ℜ(vω) ∂ℑ(vk)
∂τi
+ 2ℜ(φv¯ω)ℜ(φ) ∂ℜ(vω)
∂τi
+ 2ℑ(vωv¯k)ℑ(vk) ∂ℜ(vω)
∂τi
+ 2ℜ(φv¯ω)ℑ(φ) ∂ℑ(vω)
∂τi
− 2ℑ(vωv¯k)ℜ(vk) ∂ℑ(vω)
∂τi
]
=
= 32
[
− ℜ(φv¯k)ℜ
(
φ
∂v¯k
∂τi
)
− ℑ(vωv¯k)ℑ
(
vω
∂v¯k
∂τi
)
+ ℜ
(
φv¯ω
)
ℜ(φ ∂v¯ω
∂τi
)
+ ℑ(vωv¯k)ℑ
(
Vk
∂(vk)
∂τi
) ]
. (A.19)
In the end, we get with the use of (A.19), (1.29), (1.27) and (1.28)
(∇S )i =
∑
t,r
v(r)dLdτi (A.20)
As mentioned above, the terms ∂v¯k
∂τi
,
∂ ¯Vk
∂τi
, etcetera has to be calculated analogous to φ, vk
and vω with eliminating the vanishing summands of the numerical integration and taking
out the interchange sinh(τi) ↔ cosh(τi).
For making use of relaxation methods it is necessary to calculate not only the gradient in
the direction of the τis but also in the direction of the lattice occupations. Relaxation in
this context means that the lattice occupations modelled as natural numbers are interpreted
as continuous variables. Since formula (1.29) is quite well defined, if we take ω not as a
function of natural numbers w(k) with k ∈ {1, ..., nk} but as a function with k ∈ R. A quite
analogous calculation to (A.19) we get
dL
dωi
= 32
[
− ℜ(φv¯k)ℜ
(
φ
∂v¯k
∂ωi
)
− ℑ(vωv¯k)ℑ
(
vω
∂v¯k
∂ωi
)
+ ℜ
(
φv¯ω
)
ℜ(φ ∂v¯ω
∂ωi
)
+ ℑ(vωv¯k)ℑ
(
Vk
∂(vk)
∂ωi
) ]
. (A.21)
the terms Again ∂v¯k
∂ωi
,
∂ ¯Vk
∂ωi
, etcetera has to be calculated analogous to φ, vk and vω with elim-
inating the vanishing summands of the numerical integration. In the end the calculation
is done with a calculation analogous to (A.20).
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Analysis Data
B.1 Data belonging to Chapter 4.2.2
B.1.1 n = 3
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
1 0 2 -2.05126953e+00 -7.03875679e-01 -1.75000000e+00 2.99858771e-08
1 2 0 -1.86271481e+00 -3.14453125e-01 -1.85372794e+00 3.14710863e-08
1 2 0 -1.81077549e+00 -3.23530835e-01 -1.85937500e+00 3.15334731e-08
1 0 2 -1.74150096e+00 -3.30078125e-01 -1.86718750e+00 3.15910306e-08
0 1 2 -1.57617188e+00 -9.66768322e-01 -1.75846185e+00 3.16436564e-08
2 1 0 -1.47524941e+00 -1.43261719e+00 -1.61422418e+00 3.16822109e-08
2 1 0 -1.43989523e+00 -1.46875000e+00 -1.60250788e+00 3.17697378e-08
0 1 2 -1.15711691e+00 -1.69813205e+00 -1.51308790e+00 3.17800152e-08
0 1 2 -1.52633544e+00 -4.28314244e-01 -1.87500000e+00 3.37319911e-08
0 2 1 -1.78048211e+00 -2.50976562e-01 -1.87500000e+00 3.66858466e-08
Figure B.1: N = 4, Global Search
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Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
0 1 2 -2.90945062e-01 -1.54359863e+00 -1.12597656e+00 2.85167939e-08
2 1 0 -2.90039062e-01 -1.54386213e+00 -1.12597656e+00 2.85169484e-08
0 1 2 -2.89479341e-01 -1.54391840e+00 -1.12597656e+00 2.85171221e-08
0 1 2 -2.90527344e-01 -1.54423606e+00 -1.12548828e+00 2.85181493e-08
2 1 0 -2.89537034e-01 -1.54232463e+00 -1.12731419e+00 2.85232749e-08
2 1 0 -2.85553466e-01 -1.54311654e+00 -1.12705459e+00 2.85246823e-08
0 1 2 -2.88574219e-01 -1.54101562e+00 -1.12850400e+00 2.85292135e-08
1 0 2 -4.91426711e-01 -1.19525457e+00 -1.39335164e+00 2.94054545e-08
1 0 2 -1.27043928e-01 -1.89177683e+00 -7.50000000e-01 3.00083360e-08
1 2 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 3.20569054e-08
Figure B.2: N = 3, Global Search
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
1 2 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430754e-08
1 2 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430754e-08
1 2 0 -7.21325776e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430754e-08
1 0 2 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 -1.30109626e-04 1.78430754e-08
1 2 0 -1.89436267e-04 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430755e-08
1 0 2 0.00000000e+00 -1.05442839e-04 -1.18802023e-04 1.78430755e-08
1 0 2 -2.37836817e-04 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430755e-08
1 2 0 -4.27960202e-04 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430759e-08
1 2 0 -4.64212668e-04 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.78430760e-08
1 2 0 -2.97099176e-04 -2.99528954e-04 -3.13296914e-04 1.78430766e-08
Figure B.3: N = 2, Global Search
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
0 2 1 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701446e-08
0 1 2 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701446e-08
0 2 1 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701446e-08
2 0 1 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701446e-08
2 0 1 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701446e-08
1 0 2 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701446e-08
0 2 1 0.00000000e+00 -1.76662661e-05 0.00000000e+00 5.59701447e-08
0 2 1 -4.78104642e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701447e-08
1 2 0 -5.47636941e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.59701447e-08
0 2 1 0.00000000e+00 -4.81435456e-05 0.00000000e+00 5.59701447e-08
Figure B.4: N = 1, Global Search
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Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
0 1 2 -7.71666688e-01 -1.93003685e+00 -1.38187341e+00 3.10543976e-08
0 1 2 -7.41803794e-01 -1.95924036e+00 -1.35893867e+00 3.12791755e-08
2 1 0 -8.10867383e-01 -1.99995273e+00 -1.31476749e+00 3.15026397e-08
0 1 2 -1.44005736e+00 -1.77095818e+00 -1.43143598e+00 3.25576657e-08
0 2 1 -4.42345707e-04 -2.44029727e+00 -7.26305614e-01 3.37750036e-08
0 2 1 -2.24854233e-04 -2.43478254e+00 -7.39009831e-01 3.37966480e-08
2 0 1 -9.23045145e-05 -2.46845495e+00 -6.58452228e-01 3.38364880e-08
2 0 1 -1.50666865e-04 -2.47397189e+00 -6.44599185e-01 3.39408207e-08
2 0 1 -1.51242017e-02 -2.48448680e+00 -6.15686632e-01 3.41513176e-08
0 2 1 -2.72071412e-02 -2.50319618e+00 -5.64604426e-01 3.45803679e-08
Figure B.5: N = 4, Local Search (α = 0.2)
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
0 1 2 -2.90795762e-01 -1.54387857e+00 -1.12575106e+00 2.85160008e-08
2 1 0 -2.90578070e-01 -1.54367291e+00 -1.12605645e+00 2.85166088e-08
0 1 2 -2.89932550e-01 -1.54403965e+00 -1.12581128e+00 2.85167504e-08
0 1 2 -2.90614574e-01 -1.54372854e+00 -1.12568177e+00 2.85175446e-08
0 1 2 -2.89434276e-01 -1.54409685e+00 -1.12582293e+00 2.85176214e-08
2 1 0 -2.87891255e-01 -1.54396337e+00 -1.12611430e+00 2.85190388e-08
2 1 0 -2.90623994e-01 -1.54422045e+00 -1.12534850e+00 2.85194822e-08
0 1 2 -2.91626081e-01 -1.54240963e+00 -1.12686142e+00 2.85205545e-08
2 1 0 -2.92072220e-01 -1.54194528e+00 -1.12735283e+00 2.85214270e-08
0 1 2 -1.92642710e-01 -1.54520745e+00 -1.13476528e+00 2.86440660e-08
Figure B.6: N = 3, Local Search (α = 0.2)
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 Action
1 0 2 -2.20219711e+00 -1.07176486e+00 -1.62113637e+00 2.86446349e-08
1 2 0 -2.20915292e+00 -1.09846412e+00 -1.61074673e+00 2.86614969e-08
1 0 2 -2.21239116e+00 -1.12501358e+00 -1.60118515e+00 2.86628024e-08
1 2 0 -2.18664522e+00 -9.08148613e-01 -1.67264576e+00 2.88586878e-08
1 2 0 -2.13547086e+00 -7.94835699e-01 -1.71262548e+00 2.93771091e-08
1 2 0 -2.15785481e+00 -7.48759026e-01 -1.71871901e+00 2.94072387e-08
0 1 2 -1.52398435e+00 -1.08547418e+00 -1.73202167e+00 3.13320601e-08
0 1 2 -1.53381133e+00 -1.05716653e+00 -1.73900517e+00 3.13847427e-08
2 1 0 -1.53549261e+00 -1.03517350e+00 -1.74495436e+00 3.14550904e-08
1 2 0 -2.64579916e+00 -7.49887691e-01 -1.57626106e+00 3.20184184e-08
Figure B.7: N = 4, Local Search (α = 0.2), τ0 = (−2.05126953e + 00,−7.03875679e −
01,−1.75000000e + 00)
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B.2 n = 4
N Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
4 (2, 3, 0, 1) −0.00036796875 −2.55735 −1.129852864583333 −1.4044 1.05268029e− 07
3 (1, 3, 2, 0) −0.3299578125 −0.0886 −1.54538020833333 −1.4044 9.8445286e− 08
2 (2, 1, 3, 0) −0.00036796875 −0.00022109375 −0.000458333333333 −0.000103125 5.740103e− 08
1 (0, 1, 2, 3) −0.00036796875 −0.00022109375 −0.000458333333333 −0.000103125 1.83075566e− 07
Figure B.8: lala
N Occupation Action Action for τ = 0 % of not trivial Minima
4 () 0 1.5973325e− 07 100
3 () 0 1.17364076e− 07 100
2 () 0 5.7401026e− 08 0
1 () 0 1.8307555e− 07 0
Figure B.9: lala
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
2 1 3 0 0.00000000e+00 -1.03466797e+00 -2.25000000e+00 -1.13916027e+00 9.51633278e-08
1 2 0 3 0.00000000e+00 -1.03152220e+00 -2.25000000e+00 -1.13997903e+00 9.51901615e-08
2 0 1 3 -2.16295419e+00 -1.08356994e+00 -5.55664062e-01 -2.00000000e+00 9.90764446e-08
2 2 3 0 -8.75000000e-01 -1.02429505e+00 -2.35575467e+00 -8.75000000e-01 9.91978049e-08
1 3 2 0 -2.16331807e+00 -1.09375000e+00 -5.48339844e-01 -2.00000000e+00 9.92723547e-08
1 3 2 0 -2.16993171e+00 -1.09375000e+00 -5.45285912e-01 -2.00000000e+00 9.93622272e-08
3 3 1 0 -1.98773970e-01 -1.06817405e+00 -2.34086353e+00 -9.38311694e-01 1.01367632e-07
0 0 1 3 -1.09375000e-01 -8.31143520e-01 -2.35285012e+00 -9.87931287e-01 1.02494879e-07
0 0 1 3 -1.62723277e-01 -1.11621107e+00 -2.47344893e+00 -5.62500000e-01 1.04231257e-07
0 0 1 3 -1.62723277e-01 -1.11621107e+00 -2.47344893e+00 -5.62500000e-01 1.04231257e-07
Figure B.10: N = 4, Global Search
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Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
1 2 3 0 -1.85668713e+00 -5.97757089e-01 -1.89623584e+00 -6.85651377e-01 9.22382547e-08
1 0 3 2 -1.35411085e+00 -2.00000000e+00 -1.10108078e+00 -9.76606063e-01 9.49119431e-08
2 1 3 0 -1.87386317e+00 -1.44464877e-01 -2.00000000e+00 -6.10586071e-01 9.90708960e-08
2 1 3 0 -1.94682850e+00 -4.21729577e-01 -2.00000000e+00 -5.00000000e-01 9.97933974e-08
2 1 0 3 -1.59375000e+00 -1.32193188e+00 -2.00000000e+00 -1.56671675e-01 1.00033456e-07
1 3 2 0 0.00000000e+00 -1.93061148e-01 -1.35228251e+00 -1.53441055e+00 1.00148833e-07
2 2 0 3 -1.71572252e-01 -9.93847364e-01 -1.90173194e+00 -7.50000000e-01 1.00406205e-07
2 2 0 3 -1.33191992e+00 -6.52832031e-01 -1.92868941e+00 -7.08307813e-01 1.00722232e-07
1 3 2 0 -3.27150189e-01 -7.07068699e-01 -1.81510647e+00 -9.81943592e-01 1.01958074e-07
1 3 0 2 -1.93793931e-01 -5.72265625e-01 -1.62500000e+00 -1.25000000e+00 1.01978221e-07
Figure B.11: N = 3, Global Search
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
1 2 0 3 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.74010255e-08
1 2 0 3 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.74010255e-08
1 2 0 3 -1.77889183e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.74010255e-08
1 2 0 3 -3.33272113e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.74010255e-08
1 2 0 3 0.00000000e+00 -1.29568627e-04 -1.68054509e-05 0.00000000e+00 5.74010257e-08
1 2 0 3 -1.34331882e-04 0.00000000e+00 -1.72593709e-04 0.00000000e+00 5.74010260e-08
2 1 3 0 -1.29723739e-04 0.00000000e+00 -2.98892701e-05 -2.44851094e-04 5.74010264e-08
1 2 0 3 -2.39601767e-04 0.00000000e+00 -2.81762663e-04 0.00000000e+00 5.74010269e-08
2 1 3 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 -3.53472006e-04 5.74010270e-08
1 2 0 3 -1.66516532e-04 -4.33395839e-04 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 5.74010277e-08
Figure B.12: N = 2, Global Search
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Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
3 2 1 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
0 1 2 3 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
0 1 2 3 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
1 2 3 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
3 2 1 0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
2 3 0 1 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 -1.83337856e-05 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
0 3 2 1 0.00000000e+00 -6.50399912e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
2 3 0 1 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 -4.87218060e-05 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
1 2 3 0 0.00000000e+00 -7.09015711e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 1.83075550e-07
1 0 3 2 -3.77774676e-05 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 -6.60149269e-05 1.83075550e-07
Figure B.13: N = 1, Global Search
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
1 0 3 2 -1.37871473e+00 -2.24471433e-01 -2.43627320e+00 -8.38502842e-01 1.05826034e-07
1 0 3 2 -1.04705277e+00 -9.20580211e-01 -2.36183148e+00 -8.79692633e-01 1.06306910e-07
0 1 3 2 -1.55505047e-01 -9.08972372e-01 -2.09404654e+00 -1.39091767e+00 1.06886651e-07
2 3 0 1 -1.23355268e+00 -8.31760201e-01 -2.36375585e+00 -8.83848295e-01 1.07100917e-07
1 0 3 2 -1.57943965e+00 -5.55958934e-01 -2.39133357e+00 -8.48594317e-01 1.07748599e-07
3 1 0 3 -1.62610964e-04 -1.73186781e+00 -2.22423523e+00 -8.96530108e-01 1.10588391e-07
1 0 3 2 -1.18933938e+00 -9.17505688e-01 -2.45814624e+00 -6.01765452e-01 1.12988950e-07
2 0 3 1 -4.08099181e-02 -2.29067470e+00 -1.54941131e+00 -1.36418838e+00 1.13246722e-07
1 0 3 2 -6.09246664e-01 -1.52602744e+00 -2.45854200e+00 -3.51208388e-01 1.14916868e-07
0 1 2 3 -2.74699490e-05 -2.17861731e+00 -1.64107559e+00 -1.37160400e+00 1.15068725e-07
Figure B.14: N = 4, Local Search (α = 0.2)
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Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
2 0 1 3 -1.55090109e-01 -3.79911948e-01 -1.54599590e+00 -1.36142686e+00 9.80137634e-08
2 0 1 3 -1.13573276e-01 -3.82732984e-01 -1.60436531e+00 -1.31254164e+00 9.80472749e-08
1 3 2 0 -1.40737250e-01 -3.99371328e-01 -1.57634871e+00 -1.33283160e+00 9.80476899e-08
2 0 1 3 -1.40455692e-01 -3.86564943e-01 -1.50861120e+00 -1.39073638e+00 9.80486543e-08
1 3 2 0 -1.47541247e-01 -4.01489863e-01 -1.53793035e+00 -1.36439370e+00 9.80501049e-08
1 3 2 0 -1.57039241e-01 -4.19029677e-01 -1.57226416e+00 -1.33181565e+00 9.80942631e-08
2 0 1 3 -1.53788312e-01 -4.31031555e-01 -1.53996690e+00 -1.35687770e+00 9.81182195e-08
2 0 1 3 -1.62701721e-01 -4.33958247e-01 -1.54567881e+00 -1.35118590e+00 9.81300759e-08
1 3 2 0 -1.49011430e-01 -5.50735141e-01 -1.65692975e+00 -1.22527242e+00 9.88200564e-08
1 3 2 0 -2.75038351e-01 -6.60449871e-01 -1.64252260e+00 -1.20764968e+00 9.93513446e-08
Figure B.15: N = 3, Local Search (α = 0.2)
Occupation τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 Action
1 2 3 0 -4.00494970e-01 -1.27863036e+00 -2.16276978e+00 -1.19501199e+00 9.44081354e-08
1 2 3 0 -2.68581840e-01 -1.11510602e+00 -2.16320995e+00 -1.27944048e+00 9.56055314e-08
2 1 0 3 -4.18152754e-01 -1.02797485e+00 -2.17726125e+00 -1.27399687e+00 9.63719610e-08
1 1 3 0 -5.49679227e-01 -1.06375390e+00 -2.45055994e+00 -6.28971280e-01 1.03032255e-07
1 1 3 0 -5.91055163e-01 -1.19472269e+00 -2.44916409e+00 -5.72775425e-01 1.03327895e-07
0 0 1 3 -5.31455901e-02 -3.31743458e-01 -2.21760322e+00 -1.33318374e+00 1.03373985e-07
2 0 3 1 -1.80376435e+00 -1.80573725e+00 -1.45258072e+00 -1.58102127e+00 1.03607342e-07
0 0 3 1 -3.44980984e-01 -1.05918686e+00 -2.46510009e+00 -6.00763012e-01 1.03650169e-07
0 0 1 3 -9.04006255e-02 -3.80735074e-01 -2.16086840e+00 -1.40158787e+00 1.04006996e-07
1 3 2 0 -2.52101927e+00 -1.35143773e+00 -1.23625074e+00 -1.71955320e+00 1.04495979e-07
Figure B.16: N = 4, Local Search (α = 0.2) τ0 = (−2.05126953e+00,−7.03875679e−01,−1.75000000e+00) [interpolated]
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B.3 Data belonging to Subsection 8.1.3
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(a) αω = 0.2
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(b) αω = 0.4
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(c) αω = 0.6
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(d) αω = 0.8
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Figure B.17: S (ν) graphs for different values of αω and ατ
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B.4 Example for Discrete Symmetries
In this section we note all discrete symmetry classes for a system with three occupied
states, n = 3, ♯ωi = 6 and N = 3.
[0, 0, 0] = { (k, k, k) },
[0, 0, 1] = { (k, k, l) ∣∣∣ |k − l| , 0, |k − l| , 3 },
[0, 0, 3] = { (k, k, l) ∣∣∣ |k − l| = 3 },
[0, 1, 0] = { (k, l, k) ∣∣∣ |k − l| , 0, |k − l| , 3 },
[0, 1, 1] = { (k, l, l) ∣∣∣ |k − l| , 0, |k − l| , 3 },
[0, 1, 2] = { (0, 1, 2), (0, 2, 4), (0, 5, 1),
(1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 5), (1, 5, 0),
(2, 1, 0), (2, 3, 4),
(3, 2, 1), (3, 4, 5),
(4, 3, 2), (4, 0, 5), (4, 2, 0),
(5, 0, 4), (5, 3, 1), (5, 4, 3) },
[0, 1, 3] = { (0, 1, 3), (0, 4, 3),
(1, 2, 4), (1, 5, 4),
(2, 0, 5), (2, 3, 5),
(3, 2, 0), (3, 5, 0),
(4, 0, 1), (4, 3, 1),
(5, 1, 2), (5, 4, 2), },
[0, 1, 4] = { (0, 1, 4), (0, 5, 2),
(1, 2, 5), (1, 3, 0),
(2, 0, 3), (2, 4, 1),
(3, 1, 4), (3, 5, 2),
(4, 2, 5), (4, 3, 0),
(5, 0, 3), (5, 4, 1), },
[0, 1, 5] = { (0, 1, 5), (0, 2, 1), (0, 4, 2),
(1, 0, 5), (1, 3, 2), (1, 5, 3),
(2, 0, 1), (2, 4, 3),
(3, 1, 2), (3, 5, 4),
(4, 0, 2), (4, 2, 3), (4, 5, 0),
(5, 1, 3), (5, 3, 4), (5, 4, 0) },
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[0, 2, 3] = { (0, 2, 3), (0, 5, 3),
(1, 0, 4), (1, 3, 4),
(2, 1, 5), (2, 4, 5),
(3, 0, 2), (3, 0, 0),
(4, 2, 1), (4, 5, 1),
(5, 0, 2), (5, 3, 2), },
[0, 2, 5] = { (0, 2, 5), (0, 4, 1),
(1, 0, 3), (1, 5, 2),
(2, 1, 4), (2, 3, 0),
(3, 2, 5), (3, 4, 1),
(4, 0, 3), (4, 5, 2),
(5, 1, 4), (5, 3, 0), },
[0, 3, 0] = { (k, l, k) ∣∣∣ |k − l| = 3 },
[0, 3, 1] = { (0, 3, 1), (0, 3, 4),
(1, 4, 2), (1, 4, 5),
(2, 5, 0), (2, 5, 3),
(3, 0, 2), (3, 2, 5),
(4, 1, 0), (4, 1, 3),
(5, 2, 1), (5, 2, 4), },
[0, 3, 2] = { (0, 3, 2), (0, 3, 5),
(1, 4, 0), (1, 4, 3),
(2, 5, 1), (2, 5, 4),
(3, 0, 1), (3, 0, 4),
(4, 1, 2), (4, 1, 5),
(5, 2, 0), (5, 2, 3), },
[0, 3, 3] = { (k, l, k) ∣∣∣ |k − l| = 3 },
[0, 4, 5] = { (0, 4, 5), (0, 5, 4),
(1, 0, 2), (1, 2, 0),
(2, 0, 4), (2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 1), (2, 4, 0),
(3, 1, 5), (3, 2, 4), (3, 4, 2), (3, 5, 1),
(4, 3, 5), (4, 5, 3),
(5, 0, 1), (5, 1, 0), }
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B.5 Increasing n, n = 6
B.5.1 Best 20 Solutions, Global Search
ν ♯c τend S
1 9738 (0.2245, 0.7181, 0.551, 0.7118, 2.1722, 0.757) 4.9812e-07
2 10483 (0.2249, 0.3899, 0.5859, 0.5677, 2.2134, 0.7577) 5.0024e-07
3 9738 (-0.0247, -0.5489, -0.2692, -0.7523, -2.1918, -0.7966) 5.0104e-07
4 13108 (0.0235, -0.5154, -0.9321, -0.7252, -2.0601, -0.9356) 5.0175e-07
5 10483 (0.1005, 0.0964, 1.0508, 0.7002, 2.1881, 0.6211) 5.0231e-07
6 14169 (0.3895, -0.2969, -0.5624, -0.648, -2.1265, -0.9783) 5.0361e-07
7 10483 (-0.1778, -0.3717, -0.7658, -0.7522, -2.2138, -0.5896) 5.0532e-07
8 9738 (0.1483, -0.7398, -0.2613, -0.5105, -2.2387, -0.7706) 5.0757e-07
9 13103 (0.0542, -0.5156, -0.616, -0.8256, -2.1752, -0.701) 5.0798e-07
10 14169 (-0.3382, 0.4395, 0.3556, 0.6675, 2.1801, 0.8764) 5.0832e-07
11 9738 (0.2316, -0.3231, -0.1526, -0.7476, 2.2475, -0.7118) 5.0892e-07
12 9738 (-0.1262, 0.4492, 0.0505, 0.5257, 2.2176, 0.9182) 5.0945e-07
13 13237 (-1.8501, -1.1055, -0.99, -0.8053, -2.0516, -0.6848) 5.0989e-07
14 13207 (-0.0785, -0.5131, -0.7492, -1.9505, -0.7321, -1.4838) 5.1014e-07
15 9838 (-0.082, 0.5556, 0.5285, 0.7974, 2.1561, 0.7939) 5.1019e-07
16 14113 (0.0753, -0.8269, -1.1228, -0.7675, -2.1209, -0.6311) 5.1026e-07
17 10483 (0.2075, 0.0569, 1.3785, 0.9873, 2.0874, 0.54) 5.1067e-07
18 10483 (-0.3842, -0.6044, -1.2623, -0.5574, -2.1811, -0.5252) 5.1140e-07
19 9838 (0.3505, -0.4785, -0.6534, -0.6028, -2.235, -0.6582) 5.1179e-07
20 10483 (-0.267, -0.5486, -0.6904, -0.4363, -2.2604, -0.6208) 5.1232e-07
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B.6 Data belonging to Chapter 9
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure B.18: n = 12 , Starting point
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure B.19: n = 12, Numerical minimiser
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B.6.1 Dirac Sea like Starting Values
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure B.20: n = 12, Start configuration m = 3
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure B.21: n = 12, End configuration m = 3
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure B.22: n = 12, Start configuration m = 6
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(b) Causal Structure
Figure B.23: n = 12, End configuration m = 6
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Appendix C
Standard Settings of the NOMADm
interface
NOMADM-Variable Setting
Scaling of Mesh Direction 2.
Filter for Nonlinear Constraints 1.
Run a Sensor Placement Problem 0.
Scheme for Handling Delegate Linear Constraints sequential
Discard Redundant Linear Constraints 1.
Run as a stochastic Optimisation Problem 0.
Accelerate Convergence 0.
Use Relative Termination Tolerance 0.
Print Debugging Messages on Screen 0.
Save History to Text File 0.
Plot History 1.
Plot Filter (Real time) 1.
R&S Initial Sample Size 5.
R&S Initial Alpha Parameter 0.8
R&S Initial Indifference Zone Parameter 100.
R&S Alpha Decay Factor 0.95
R&S Indifference Zone Decay Factor 0.95
R&S Termination Alpha Parameter FLAG 0.
R&S Termination Alpha Parameter 0.
R&S Terminal Indifference Zone Noise Thr... FLAG 0.
R&S Terminal Indifference Zone Noise Thr... inf
Figure C.1: NOMADm-Options
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NOMADM-Variable Setting
Poll Direction Standard 2n
Poll Order Consecutive
Poll Center 0.
Convergence Tolerance (Mesh Size) FLAG 1.
Convergence Tolerance (Mesh Size) 0.0001
Maximum Number of Iterations FLAG 0.
Maximum Number of Iterations inf
Maximum Number of Function Calls FLAG 1.
Maximum Number of Function Calls 5.0e+04
Maximum CPU Time FLAG 0.
Maximum CPU Time inf
Maximum Number of consecutive Poll Falls FLAG 0.
Maximum Number of consecutive Poll Falls inf
Initial Mesh Size 1.
Maximum Mesh Size inf
Mesh Refining Factor 0.5
Mesh Coarsening Factor 1.
Cache Tolerance 0.0001
Minimum Filter Constraint Violating 0.
Maximum Filter Constraint Violating 1.
MVP Objective Poll Trigger 0.01
MVP Constraints Extended Poll Trigger 0.05
Figure C.2: MADS-Parameter-Settings
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